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20 AAC 25.005. Permit to drill
Statute text
(a) Before drilling or redrilling a well or re-entering an abandoned well, a person shall
submit and obtain the commission's approval of an application for a Permit to Drill (Form
10-401). If, after drilling a well, a person wishes immediately to redrill below the
structural or conductor casing to a new bottom-hole location not requiring a spacing
exception under 20 AAC 25.055, the person may request oral approval from the
commission to avoid interruption of operations. If oral approval is obtained, the name of
the representative of the commission who provided oral approval and the date of the
approval must be included on the application for a Permit to Drill, which must be
submitted by the commission's next working day for final approval by the commission.

(b) The commission will classify a well as

(1) exploratory;

(2) development, either oil or gas;

(3) service; or

(4) stratigraphic test.

(c) An application for a Permit to Drill must be accompanied by each of the following
items, except for an item already on file with the commission and identified in the
application:

(1) a fee of $100 payable to the State of Alaska/AOGCC;

(2) a plat identifying the property and the property's owners and showing

(A) the coordinates of the proposed location of the well at the surface, at the top of each
objective formation, and at total depth, referenced to governmental section lines;

(B) the coordinates of the proposed location of the well at the surface, referenced to the
state plane coordinate system for this state as maintained by the National Geodetic
Survey in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration;

(C) the proposed depth of the well at the top of each objective formation and at total
depth; and

(D) other information required by 20 AAC 25.050(b);

(3) a diagram and description of the blowout prevention equipment (BOPE) as required
by 20 AAC 25.035, 20 AAC 25.036, or 20 AAC 25.037, as applicable;

(4) information on drilling hazards, including

(A) the maximum downhole pressure that may be encountered, criteria used to determine
it, and maximum potential surface pressure based on a pressure gradient to surface of 0.1
psi per foot of true vertical depth, unless the commission approves a different pressure
gradient that provides a more accurate means of determining the maximum potential
surface pressure;

(B) data on potential gas zones; and

(C) data concerning potential causes of hole problems such as abnormally geo-pressured
strata, lost circulation zones, and zones that have a propensity for differential sticking;

(5) a description of the procedure for conducting formation integrity tests, as required
under 20 AAC 25.030(f);

(6) a complete proposed casing and cementing program as required by 20 AAC 25.030,
and a description of any slotted liner, pre-perforated liner, or screen to be installed;

(7) a diagram and description of the diverter system as required by 20 AAC 25.035,
unless this requirement is waived by the commission under 20 AAC 25.035(h)(2);

(8) a drilling fluid program, including a diagram and description of the drilling fluid
system, as required by 20 AAC 25.033;

(9) for an exploratory or stratigraphic test well, a tabulation setting out the depths of
predicted abnormally geo-pressured strata as required by 20 AAC 25.033(f);

(10) for an exploratory or stratigraphic test well, a seismic refraction or reflection
analysis as required by 20 AAC 25.061(a);

(11) for a well drilled from an offshore platform, mobile bottom-founded structure, jackup rig, or floating drilling vessel, an analysis of seabed conditions as required by 20 AAC
25.061(b);

(12) evidence showing that the requirements of 20 AAC 25.025 have been met;

(13) a copy of the proposed drilling program;

(14) a general description of how the operator plans to dispose of drilling mud and
cuttings and a statement of whether the operator intends to request authorization under 20
AAC 25.080 for an annular disposal operation in the well.

(d) For a well that is to be intentionally deviated, the requirements of 20 AAC 25.050(b)
must be met.

(e) Each well branch requires a separate Permit to Drill. If a previously drilled well is
proposed to be redrilled below the structural or conductor casing to a new bottom-hole
location, the application for a Permit to Drill must be accompanied by all items required
under (c) of this section. If concurrent multiple well branches are proposed from a single
conductor, surface, or production casing,

(1) the applicant shall designate one well branch as the primary wellbore and include all
items required under (c) of this section with the application for a Permit to Drill for that
well branch; and

(2) for each other well branch, the application for a Permit to Drill need only include
information under (c) of this section that is unique to that well branch and need not be
accompanied by the $100 fee.

(f) Each well must be identified by a unique name designated by the operator and a
unique API number assigned by the commission under 20 AAC 25.040(b). For a well
with multiple well branches, each branch must similarly be identified by a unique name
and API number by adding a suffix to the name designated for the well by the operator
and to the number assigned to the well by the commission.

(g) If drilling operations are not commenced with 24 months after the commission
approves an application for a Permit to Drill, the Permit to Drill expires.

(h) A Permit to Drill is not valid at a location where the applicant does not have a right to
drill for oil and gas.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152; am
6/4/2000, Register 154; am 1/5/2006, Register 177; am 12/28/2006, Register 180
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.090
20 AAC 25.010. Re-entry of a suspended well
Statute text
(a) Before re-entering a suspended well to conduct completion operations, the operator
shall submit and obtain the commission's approval of an Application for Sundry
Approvals (Form 10-403). The Application for Sundry Approvals must set out the current
condition of the well and the proposed program for completion operations.

(b) Before re-entering a suspended well to conduct drilling operations, the operator shall
submit and obtain the commission's approval of an application for a Permit to Drill (Form
10-401) in conformance with 20 AAC 25.005.

(c) The operator shall file with the commission within 30 days after completion,
abandonment, or suspension of the well a Well Completion or Recompletion Report and
Log (Form 10-407) and all information required by 20 AAC 25.070(3) and 20 AAC
25.071.

History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.090
20 AAC 25.015. Changes to a program in a permit to drill
Statute text
(a) To change a program approved in a Permit to Drill (Form 10-401) before drilling
operations start, the operator shall

(1) submit and obtain the commission's approval of a new application for a Permit to
Drill if the proposed surface location is changed, if the proposed bottom-hole location or
the proposed location of an objective formation is changed by more than 500 feet
laterally or vertically, or if the change requires a spacing exception under 20 AAC
25.055; however, no additional fee is required; or

(2) otherwise notify the commission and obtain its approval of the change if the change is
not covered by (1) of this subsection.

(b) To change a program approved in a Permit to Drill or to change information under 20
AAC 25.005(c) after drilling operations start, the operator shall

(1) submit and obtain the commission's approval of a new application for a Permit to
Drill, accompanied by a fee of $100, if the proposed bottom-hole location or the proposed
location of an objective formation is changed by more than 500 feet laterally or
vertically, or if the change requires a spacing exception under 20 AAC 25.055; or

(2) submit and obtain the commission's approval of an Application for Sundry Approvals
(Form 10-403) if the change is not covered by (1) of this subsection; the Application for
Sundry Approvals must set out the approved program, the current condition of the well,
and the proposed changes; in cases where prompt approval is needed, oral approval may
be requested from the commission; if oral approval is obtained, the name of the
representative of the commission who provided oral approval and the date of the approval
must be included on the Application for Sundry Approvals, which must be submitted
within three days for final approval by the commission.
History

History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152; am
1/5/2006, Register 177
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.090
20 AAC 25.020. Designation of operator
Statute text
If an owner of a property wishes to designate a new operator for the property, the owner
shall submit to the commission for approval a Designation of Operator (Form 10-411).
The commission will not approve the designation of a new operator without the signature
of the newly designated operator on the same Designation of Operator form. By signing
the Designation of Operator form, the newly designated operator agrees to accept the
obligations of an operator. The newly designated operator shall furnish a bond and, if
required, security as provided for in 20 AAC 25.025. The commission's acceptance of the
designated operator's bond constitutes the release of the former operator's bonding
obligation for the property indicated on the Designation of Operator form.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.022. Notice of ownership
Statute text
Within 15 days after a person becomes an owner of a property on which operations
subject to this chapter are proposed to the commission or are being conducted, the person
shall file a Notice of Ownership (Form 10-417).
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.025. Bonding
Statute text
(a) An operator proposing to drill a well for which a permit is required under 20 AAC
25.005 shall file a bond and, if required under (2) of this subsection, security to ensure
that each well is drilled, operated, maintained, repaired, and abandoned and each location
is cleared in accordance with this chapter. The bond must be

(1) a surety bond issued on Form 10-402A in favor of the Alaska Oil and Gas
Conservation Commission by an authorized insurer under AS 21.09 whose certificate of
authority is in good standing; or

(2) a personal bond of the operator on Form 10-402B accompanied by security
guaranteeing the operator's performance; security must be in the form of a certificate of
deposit or irrevocable letter of credit issued in the sole favor of the Alaska Oil and Gas
Conservation Commission by a bank authorized to do business in the state, or must be in
another form that the commission determines to be adequate to ensure payment.

(b) A bond and, if required, security must be in the amount of not less than $100,000 to
cover a single well or not less than $200,000 for a blanket bond covering all of the
operator's wells in the state, except that the commission will allow an amount less than
$100,000 to cover a single well if the operator demonstrates to the commission's
satisfaction in the application for a Permit to Drill (Form 10-401) that the cost of well
abandonment and location clearance will be less than $100,000.

(c) A bond and, if required, security must remain in effect until the abandonment of all
wells covered by them and until the commission approves final clearance of the locations.
The commission will then release the bond and security upon written request of the
operator.

(d) Payment under a surety bond or security does not relieve an operator from the
requirements of AS 31.05 and this chapter except to the extent that a default is actually
cured, or from any liability under AS 31.05.150.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.150
20 AAC 25.026. Claims
Statute text
Commission approval of the abandonment of a well and the release of the bond required
by 20 AAC 25.025 constitutes a presumption of proper abandonment, but does not
relieve an operator of further claim by the commission after the abandonment.

History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.030. Casing and cementing
Statute text
(a) A complete proposed well casing and cementing program must be submitted with an
application for a Permit to Drill (Form 10-401). Unless modified or altered by pool rules
established under 20 AAC 25.520, a well casing and cementing program must be
designed to

(1) provide suitable and safe operating conditions for the total measured depth proposed;

(2) confine fluids to the wellbore;

(3) prevent migration of fluids from one stratum to another;

(4) ensure control of well pressures encountered;

(5) protect against thaw subsidence and freezeback effects within permafrost;

(6) prevent contamination of freshwater;

(7) protect significant hydrocarbon zones; and

(8) provide well control until the next casing is set, considering all factors relevant to well
control including formation fracture gradients, formation pressures, casing setting depths,
and proposed total depth.

(b) General well casing and cementing provisions are as follows:

(1) casing design and setting depth must be based on engineering and geologic factors
relevant to the immediate vicinity, including the presence or absence of hydrocarbons,
potential drilling hazards, and permafrost;

(2) for all casing strings on which blowout prevention equipment (BOPE) will be
installed, cement may not be drilled out until sufficient compressive strength has been
reached to obtain a valid formation integrity test;

(3) within permafrost intervals, fluids that have a freezing point above the minimum
permafrost temperature may not be left in casing-by-casing annuli or inside the casing
upon completion, suspension, or shutdown of well operations, without commission
approval of an alternate method that the commission determines will prevent damage to
the casing;

(4) if casing is subjected to prolonged drilling operations, the commission will, as
necessary to verify casing integrity, require the casing to be pressure-tested, calipered, or
otherwise evaluated by a method approved by the commission;

(5) if zonal coverage is required under (a) of this section, and the commission believes
zonal isolation might not have been established, the commission will require a cement
quality log or other method to demonstrate isolation of the zone.

(c) Specific well casing provisions are as follows:

(1) structural casing must be set by driving, jetting, or drilling to a minimum depth of 70
feet in offshore wells to support unconsolidated shallow strata, to provide hole stability
for initial drilling operations, and to provide a competent anchor for a diverter system;

(2) for onshore wells, conductor casing must be set by driving, jetting, or drilling to a
depth sufficient to provide anchorage for a diverter system, and for offshore wells,
conductor casing must be set no less than 300 feet and no more than 1,000 feet below the
mudline datum; however, the commission will

(A) approve a different casing setting depth if necessary to permit the casing shoe to be
set in a competent formation or below formations that should be isolated; or

(B) authorize an operator to drill without setting conductor casing based upon
information from wells drilled in the immediate vicinity and other available data, if the
commission determines that the absence of conductor casing will not jeopardize well
control;

(3) surface casing must be set below the base of all strata known or reasonably expected
to serve as a source of drinking water for human consumption and at a depth sufficient to
provide a competent anchor for BOPE;

(4) one or more intermediate casing strings must be set if required for protection of oil or
gas or for protection against abnormally geo-pressured strata and lost circulation zones,
or if otherwise required by well conditions;

(5) production casing must be set and cemented through, into, or just above the
production interval;

(6) slotted liners, pre-perforated liners, and screens installed below a production packer
are considered production equipment and not casing.

(d) Specific well casing cementing provisions are as follows:

(1) if structural casing is set by drilling or jetting, the structural casing must be cemented
with sufficient cement to fill the annular space from the shoe to the surface;

(2) if conductor casing is set by drilling or jetting, the conductor casing must be cemented
by filling the annular space with cement from the shoe to the surface; if BOPE is to be
installed on the conductor casing, the adequacy of the cement to contain potential
wellbore pressures and fluids must be demonstrated by a formation integrity test;

(3) conductor casing cement may be washed out to a depth not exceeding the depth of the
structural casing shoe, if installed;

(4) surface casing must be cemented by filling the annular space with cement from the
shoe to the surface; however, if cement does not circulate to the surface, if an excessive
quantity of cement circulates to the surface, or if the formation integrity test shows an
inadequate cement job,

(A) the operator shall notify the commission before drilling ahead; and

(B) the commission will require

(i) a cement quality log or other approved method to evaluate the adequacy of the cement
to contain potential wellbore pressures and fluids; and

(ii) remedial action as necessary to meet the requirements of (a) of this section before
drilling ahead;

(5) intermediate and production casing must be cemented with sufficient cement to fill
the annular space from the casing shoe to a minimum of 500 feet above all significant
hydrocarbon zones and abnormally geo-pressured strata or, if zonal coverage is not
required under (a) of this section, from the casing shoe to a minimum of 500 feet above
the casing shoe; if indications of improper cementing exist, such as lost returns, or if the
formation integrity test shows an inadequate cement job, remedial action must be taken;

(6) if the intermediate or production string is a liner, a minimum of 100 feet overlap
between the outer and inner strings is required; the interval of overlap must be made
pressure competent and must be pressure-tested in accordance with (e) of this section;

(7) for intermediate or production casing in a service well used for injection, a cement
quality log or other evaluation log approved by the commission must be run to
demonstrate isolation of the injected fluids to the approved interval.

(e) A casing pressure test must be performed if BOPE is to be installed on a casing. The
casing must be tested to hold a surface pressure equal to 50 percent of the required
working pressure of the BOPE as specified in the Permit to Drill under 20 AAC
25.035(e)(3) or 20 AAC 25.036(c)(3). The results of this test and any subsequent tests of
the casing must be recorded as required by 20 AAC 25.070(1).

(f) Except for through-tubing drilling, a formation integrity test must be performed if
BOPE is installed on a casing. The test must be performed to a predetermined equivalent
mud weight, leak-off, or fracture pressure as specified in the application for the Permit to
Drill. The test must be conducted after drilling out of the casing shoe into at least 20 feet
but not more than 50 feet of new formation. The test results must demonstrate that the
integrity of the casing shoe is sufficient to contain anticipated wellbore pressures

identified in the application for the Permit to Drill. The test procedure followed and the
data from the test and any subsequent tests of the formation must be recorded as required
by 20 AAC 25.070(1).

(g) Upon request of the operator, the commission will, in its discretion, approve
variances from the requirements of (b) - (f) of this section to allow for special or unusual
conditions if the design requirements of (a) of this section are satisfied.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.033. Primary well control for drilling: drilling fluid program and drilling
fluid system
Statute text
(a) A drilling operation must be equipped with a drilling fluid system meeting the
requirements of this section, unless the commission determines that a drilling fluid
system is not necessary for primary well control. The operator shall submit with an
application for a Permit to Drill (Form 10-401) a proposed drilling fluid program and a
diagram with a list of equipment for a drilling fluid system designed to prevent the loss of
primary well control. The drilling fluid system must be designed to maintain the wellbore
in overbalanced condition except as otherwise provided under (i) of this section. A
drilling operation is also subject to the requirements of 20 AAC 25.527.

(b) A drilling fluid program and drilling fluid system intended to maintain the wellbore
in overbalanced condition must be designed to provide and maintain

(1) a drilling fluid

(A) of sufficient density to overbalance the pressure of uncased formations penetrated;
and

(B) with rheological properties designed to

(i) minimize the potential of a hydrostatic pressure surge or swab when the drilling
assembly is run into or pulled out of the wellbore; and

(ii) enhance the drop-out of solids and the escape of entrained gas; and

(2) a volumetric capacity for drilling fluid reserves adequate for the volume of the
wellbore, based on known or anticipated drilling conditions to be encountered, rig storage
capacity, weather conditions, and estimated time for delivery.

(c) A drilling fluid system intended to maintain the wellbore in overbalanced condition
must include

(1) a recording drilling fluid pit level indicator with both visual and audible warning
devices located in the immediate area of the driller's station;

(2) a drilling fluid measuring system or trip tank for accurately determining drilling fluid
volumes required to fill the wellbore on trips;

(3) a drilling fluid flow sensor with a readout convenient to the driller's station to enable
the operator to determine whether drilling fluid returns equal drilling fluid pump
discharge rates;

(4) equipment to keep the drilling mud conditioned as appropriate for the drilling
operation being conducted; and

(5) methane and hydrogen sulfide detection equipment as required by 20 AAC 25.066.

(d) Drilling fluid testing equipment must be on the drill site at all times. Tests to
determine drilling fluid density and viscosity must be performed once each tour, or more
frequently if conditions warrant.

(e) To ensure that primary well control is effectively maintained, the following practices
must be employed in rotary drilling rig operations when tripping the drilling assembly out
of the wellbore:

(1) the drilling fluid within the wellbore must be in balance and conditioned to maintain
drilling fluid properties within close tolerance to the properties necessary for well control;

(2) the flow nipple or trip tank must be visually observed to ensure that there is no
indication of formation fluid influx;

(3) the wellbore must be kept full of drilling fluid at all times;

(4) the annulus must be filled with fluid

(A) each time that five stands of drill pipe have been removed from the wellbore; and

(B) more frequently than required in (A) of this paragraph, if necessary to prevent the
hydrostatic pressure from dropping by 75 psi or more;

(5) the volume of drilling fluid required to keep the wellbore full while tripping the
drilling assembly out of the wellbore must be measured and recorded on the daily drilling
report or trip sheet.

(f) Additional requirements that apply to exploratory and stratigraphic test wells are as
follows:

(1) the operator shall include with an application for a Permit to Drill a tabulation that
sets out the depths of predicted abnormally geo-pressured strata;

(2) if the operator has geophysical data from the area, the operator shall include with an
application for a Permit to Drill a seismic velocity analysis constrained by germane well
data to predict the potential of encountering abnormally geo-pressured strata, with the
analysis displayed by plotting interval transit time versus depth; as the commission
considers necessary to evaluate the potential for a well control problem, the commission
will require a review from the operator of the velocity analysis and of the plot of interval
transit time versus depth;

(3) if the operator does not have geophysical data from the area, the operator shall include
with an application for a Permit to Drill an analysis of germane well data to predict the
potential of encountering abnormally geo-pressured strata;

(4) a drilling fluid monitoring unit must be used and continuously observed during
drilling rig operations, including tripping, to monitor and record

(A) gas entrained in the drilling fluid;

(B) drilling fluid density;

(C) drilling fluid salinity;

(D) the rate of penetration; and

(E) hydrogen sulfide, as required by 20 AAC 25.065;

(5) means for communication between the drilling fluid monitoring unit and the drill rig
floor must be installed and maintained in working condition while open hole operations
are taking place, and drill rig floor personnel must be notified immediately if excursions
from normal trends occur for any of the parameters set out in (4) of this subsection.

(g) If drilling an exploratory or stratigraphic test well, or if drilling a development or
service well while known hydrocarbon-bearing strata are exposed to open hole, the
operator shall take a drilling fluid return sample and test the sample to determine density
just before tripping the drill pipe. Density test results must be recorded as required by 20
AAC 25.070(1). If the density is less than that of the drilling fluid being pumped down
the drilling assembly, the drilling fluid must be circulated and conditioned until a close
tolerance of the properties of the return drilling fluid with the input drilling fluid is
achieved.

(h) If formation competence at the structural casing setting depth is not adequate to
permit circulation of drilling fluids while drilling the conductor hole, a program that
provides for safety in that drilling operation must be described and submitted to the
commission for approval. This program must be supported by pertinent information
including seismic and geologic data, water depth, drilling fluid hydrostatic pressure, and
a contingency plan for moving off location.

(i) The commission will approve underbalanced drilling operations and associated
equipment changes if the commission determines that underbalanced drilling operations
can be performed without loss of well control. A request for underbalanced drilling must

include a description of all equipment and procedures to ensure proper containment of
formation and return fluids.

(j) Upon request by the operator, the commission will, in its discretion, approve a waiver
of the requirements of (c) - (g) of this section if the alternative drilling fluid program and
drilling fluid system meet the design criteria of (b) of this section and the corresponding
equipment and procedures are at least equally effective in preventing the loss of primary
well control.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.035. Secondary well control for primary drilling and completion: blowout
prevention equipment and diverter requirements
Statute text
(a) This section applies to drilling and completion operations other than those covered by
20 AAC 25.036 or 20 AAC 25.037. These operations are also subject to the requirements
of 20 AAC 25.527.

(b) The operator shall submit the following information with the application for a Permit
to Drill (Form 10-401) or refer in the application to that information if that information is
already on file with the commission:

(1) a diagram of the blowout preventer (BOP) stack or diverter and related equipment for
each proposed casing installation;

(2) a list of the blowout prevention equipment (BOPE) and if applicable, diverter
equipment with specifications.

(c) Except as provided in (d) and (h) of this section, a high capacity flow diverter system
must be installed to provide safety for personnel and equipment before rotary rig drilling
is performed below a well's structural or conductor casing, unless the casing is equipped
with BOPE conforming with (e) of this section. The following provisions apply to a
diverter system:

(1) the diverter system must consist of a remotely operated annular pack-off device, a
full-opening vent line valve, and a diverter vent line with a diameter

(A) of at least 16 inches, unless a smaller diameter is approved by the commission to
account for smaller hole size, geological conditions, rig layout, or surface facility
constraints; and

(B) at least as large as the diameter of the hole to be drilled, unless a pilot hole with a
diameter no larger than that of the vent line is drilled first; the commission will waive the
requirement of this paragraph if the operator demonstrates, based on drilling experience
in the near vicinity, that drilling a pilot hole would not be necessary for safety;

(2) the diverter system must be assembled as follows:

(A) the diverter vent line outlet must be located below the annular pack-off, either as an
integral part of the annular pack-off device or as a vent-line outlet spool immediately
below it;

(B) the actuating mechanism for the vent line valve must be integrated with the actuating
mechanism for the annular pack-off device in a fail-safe manner so that the vent line
valve automatically opens before full closure of the annular pack-off;

(C) the vent line must extend to a point at least 75 feet

(i) away from a potential source of ignition; and

(ii) beyond the drill rig substructure, or to a point within the reserve pit and at least 50
feet beyond the drill rig substructure;

(D) the vent line must be as straight as possible, secured to prevent movement, and
designed to avoid freeze-up;

(E) the vent line may be secured to the rig and with portable cradle supports, but may not
be attached to flowlines, cable trays, or other processing equipment;

(F) all turns with a bend radius less than 20 times the inside diameter of the vent line
must be targeted;

(G) all valves must be full-opening;

(3) a clearly marked "warning zone" must be established on each side and ahead of the
vent line tip, and the following restrictions must be in effect within the warning zone,
beginning with the function test of the diverter system immediately before drilling
operations begin and ending with diverter system rig-down:

(A) a prohibition on vehicle parking;

(B) a prohibition on ignition sources or running equipment;

(C) a prohibition on staged equipment or materials;

(D) the restriction of traffic to essential foot or vehicle traffic only;

(4) the commission will, in its discretion, inspect the diverter system for compliance with
the requirements of this subsection and require the operator to test the system to ensure
proper operation.

(d) If the formation competence at the structural casing setting depth is not adequate to
permit use of a diverter system while drilling the conductor hole, a program that provides
for safety in that drilling operation must be described and submitted to the commission
for approval. This program must be supported by pertinent information including seismic
and geologic data, water depth, drilling fluid hydrostatic pressure, and a contingency plan
for moving off location.

(e) A well must be equipped with BOPE meeting the requirements of this subsection
from the time that open hole drilling operations begin below the surface casing until the
drilled portion has been plugged or the well is completed, except if hydraulic
communication to the open hole section is isolated. The following provisions apply to
BOPE and other well control equipment:

(1) in rotary drilling rig operations,

(A) for an operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of 3,000 psi or less,
BOPE must have at least three preventers, including

(i) one equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of drill pipe, tubing, or casing being used,
except that pipe rams need not be sized to bottom-hole assemblies (BHAs) and drill
collars;

(ii) one with blind rams, except that a subsea BOPE assembly must have blind/shear rams
in place of blind rams; and

(iii) one annular type; and

(B) for an operation, other than a casing or liner operation, with a maximum potential
surface pressure of greater than 3,000 psi, BOPE must have at least four preventers,
including

(i) two equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of the drill pipe or tubing being used,
except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars;

(ii) one with blind rams, except that a subsea BOPE assembly must have blind/shear rams
in place of blind rams; and

(iii) one annular type;

(C) for a casing or liner operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of greater
than 3,000 psi, BOPE must have at least four preventers, including

(i) one equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of the drill pipe or tubing being used,
except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars;

(ii) one equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of casing or liner being used;

(iii) one with blind rams, except that a subsea BOPE assembly must have blind/shear
rams in place of blind rams; and

(iv) one annular type;

(2) in coiled tubing unit operations, the well control equipment must include

(A) for an operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of 5,000 psi or less,

(i) BOPE rams providing for pipe, slip, cutting, and blinding operations on the coiled
tubing in service;

(ii) a high pressure pack-off, stripper, or annular type preventer;

(iii) if pressure deployment of tools, tubing, liner, or casing is planned, a riser or
lubricator sized to the BHA and providing for pressure integrity from the BOPE rams to
the high pressure pack-off, stripper, or annular type preventer; and

(iv) at least one preventer equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of tubing, liner, or
casing being used, except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars; and

(B) for an operation, other than a casing or liner operation, with a maximum potential
surface pressure of greater than 5,000 psi,

(i) BOPE rams providing for pipe, slip, cutting, and blinding operations on the coiled
tubing in service;

(ii) two high pressure pack-offs, strippers, or annular type preventers;

(iii) if pressure deployment of tools, tubing, liner, or casing is planned, a riser or
lubricator sized to the BHA and providing for pressure integrity from the BOPE rams to
the high pressure pack-off, stripper, or annular type preventer; and

(iv) at least two preventers equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of tubing being used,
except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars;

(C) for a casing or liner operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of greater
than 5,000 psi,

(i) BOPE rams providing for pipe, slip, cutting, and blinding operations on the coiled
tubing in service;

(ii) two high pressure pack-offs, strippers, or annular type preventers;

(iii) if pressure deployment of tools, tubing liner, or casing is planned, a riser or lubricator
sized to the BHA and providing for pressure integrity from the BOPE rams to the high
pressure pack-off, stripper, or annular type preventer;

(iv) at least one preventer equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of the tubing being
used, except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars; and

(v) at least one preventer equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of casing or liner being
used;

(3) the rated working pressure of the BOPE and other well control equipment must
exceed the maximum potential surface pressure to which it may be subjected; the
commission will specify in the approved Permit to Drill the working pressure that the
equipment must be rated to meet or exceed; however, the rated working pressure of the
annular type preventer need not exceed 5,000 psi, unless the commission requires a
higher rated working pressure as the commission considers necessary to maintain well
control; if the maximum potential surface pressure exceeds the rated working pressure of
the annular type preventer, the operator shall submit with the application for a Permit to
Drill a well-control procedure that indicates how the annular type preventer will be used
and what pressure limitations will be applied during each mode of pressure control;

(4) a BOPE assembly must include

(A) a hydraulic actuating system with

(i) sufficient accumulator capacity to supply 150 percent of the volume necessary to close
all BOPs, except blind rams, and to open the remotely controlled hydraulic valve while
maintaining a minimum pressure of 200 psi above the required precharge pressure when
all BOPs, except blind rams, are closed and all power sources are shut off; and

(ii) an accumulator pump system consisting of two or more pumps with independent
primary and secondary power sources and an accumulator backup system having
sufficient capacity to close all BOPs and to hold them closed;

(B) locking devices on the ram-type preventers;

(C) a fire wall to shield accumulators and primary controls;

(D) in rotary drilling rig operations, one complete set of operable remote BOPE controls
on or near the driller's station, in addition to controls on the accumulator system;

(E) in coiled tubing operations, one complete set of operable remote BOPE controls on or
near the operator's station and, if these controls are not in close proximity to the drilling
platform floor, a second annular type preventer closing control located on the drilling
platform floor;

(F) a kill line and a choke line each connected to a flanged or hubbed outlet on a drilling
spool or on the BOP body with two full-opening valves on each outlet, conforming to the
following specifications:

(i) the outlets must be at least two inches in nominal diameter, except that for rotary
drilling rig operations, if the operation has a maximum potential surface pressure of
greater than 3,000 psi, the nominal diameter of the choke outlets must be at least three
inches;

(ii) each valve must be sized at least equal to the required size of the outlet to which it is
attached;

(iii) the outer valve on the choke side must be a remotely controlled hydraulic valve;

(iv) the inner valve on both the choke and kill sides may not normally be used for
opening or closing on flowing fluid;

(G) in rotary drilling rig operations, a fill-up line above the uppermost BOP; and

(H) a choke manifold equipped with

(i) two or more adjustable chokes, one of which must be hydraulic and remotely
controlled from near the driller's station if the operation has a maximum potential surface
pressure of greater than 3,000 psi;

(ii) a line at least two inches in nominal diameter downstream of each choke;

(iii) immediately upstream of each choke, at least one full-opening valve for an operation
with a maximum potential surface pressure of 3,000 psi or less, or at least two fullopening valves for an operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of greater
than 3,000 psi; and

(iv) a bypass line, at least the diameter of the choke line, with at least one full-opening
valve for an operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of 3,000 psi or less, or
at least two full-opening valves for an operation with a maximum potential surface
pressure of greater than 3,000 psi;

(5) the rated working pressure of the wellhead assembly and of all valves, pipes, rotary
hoses, and other fittings, including all sections of the choke manifold that are subject to
full wellhead pressure, must equal or exceed the required working pressure specified for
the BOPE in the approved Permit to Drill, except that the rated working pressure of lines
downstream of the choke need not exceed 50 percent of the required working pressure of
the BOPE;

(6) kill and choke lines must

(A) be constructed of rigid steel pipe, fire-resistant rotary hose, or other conduit that has
been approved by the commission as capable of withstanding the temperature and
pressure of an ignited uncontrolled release;

(B) be as straight as practical;

(C) if constructed of rigid steel pipe, use targeted turns where the bend radius is less than
20 times the inside diameter of the pipe;

(D) be secured to prevent excessive whip or vibration;

(E) be sized to prevent excessive erosion or fluid friction; and

(F) be assembled without hammer unions or internally clamped swivel joints, unless the
commission determines that those joints do not compromise maintenance of well control;

(7) for lubricated drilling operations or operations below a normally closed annular type
preventer, the choke line may be used for drilling returns;

(8) connections attached directly to the wellhead, tree, or BOPE must be flanged or
hubbed;

(9) for rotary drilling rig operations, auxiliary well control equipment must include

(A) a kelly cock valve installed below the swivel and, at the bottom of the kelly, a fullopening lower kelly valve of a design that allows it to be run through the BOP stack, with
a properly sized wrench for each valve stored in a conspicuous location readily accessible
to the drilling crew; and

(B) an inside BOP and a full-opening drilling assembly safety valve in the open position
on the drill rig floor to fit all connections that are in the drilling assembly;

(10) the BOPE must be tested as follows:

(A) when installed, repaired, or changed on a development or service well and at time
intervals not to exceed each 14 days thereafter, BOPE, including kelly valves, emergency
valves, and choke manifolds, must be function pressure-tested to the required working
pressure specified in the approved Permit to Drill, using a non-compressible fluid, except
that an annular type preventer need not be tested to more than 50 percent of its rated

working pressure; however, the commission will require that the BOPE be function
pressure-tested weekly, if the commission determines that a weekly BOPE pressure test
interval is indicated by a particular drilling rig's BOPE performance;

(B) when installed, repaired, or changed on an exploratory or stratigraphic test well and at
least once a week thereafter, BOPE, including kelly valves, emergency valves, and choke
manifolds, must be function pressure-tested to the required working pressure specified in
the approved Permit to Drill, using a non-compressible fluid, except that an annular type
preventer need not be tested to more than 50 percent of its rated working pressure;

(C) if any BOP equipment components have been used for well control or other
equivalent purpose, or when routine use of the equipment may have compromised its
effectiveness, the components used must be function pressure-tested, before the next
wellbore entry, to the required working pressure specified in the approved Permit to Drill,
using a non-compressible fluid, except that an annular type preventer need not be tested
to more than 50 percent of its rated working pressure;

(D) BOP ram and annular components except blind rams must be function-tested weekly,
and all BOP ram and annular components must be function-tested after an action that
disconnects the hydraulic system lines from the BOPE, except that if the workstring is
continuously in the well, function-testing of blind rams must be performed as soon as
possible after the workstring is pulled out of the well and the BHA clears the BOP;

(E) for each BOPE test during drilling and completion operations, variable bore rams
must be function pressure-tested to the required pressure on the smallest outside diameter
(OD) and largest outside diameter (OD) tubulars that may be used during that test cycle,
except that variable bore rams need not be tested on BHAs and drill collars;

(F) after they are installed in the BOP stack, the rams for casing or liner must be function
pressure-tested to the required pressure before running casing;

(G) BOPE test results must be recorded as part of the daily record required by 20 AAC
25.070(1), and must be provided to the commission, in a format approved by the
commission, within five days after completing the test;

(H) at least 24 hours notice of each BOPE function pressure test must be provided to the
commission so that a commission representative can witness the test;

(11) the operator shall report to the commission within 24 hours any instance of BOPE
use to prevent the flow of fluids from a well.

(f) In consultation with the drilling rig supervisor, the commission will, in its discretion,
require drills simulating well control problems. The commission will, in its discretion,
include in the drills any combination of raising or lowering the pit level indicator,
advancing or retarding the flow rate indicator, or actuating the gas detectors.

(g) In a rotary drilling rig operation, the operator shall have on location a copy of the
approved Permit to Drill and shall post on the drilling rig floor the drilling hazard
information required by 20 AAC 25.005(c)(4) and a copy of the operator's standing
orders specifying well control procedures. In a coiled tubing operation, the operator shall
post in the operator's cab a copy of the approved Permit to Drill, the drilling hazard
information required by 20 AAC 25.005(c)(4), and a copy of the standing orders
specifying well control procedures. If an additional or separate substructure is used in a
coiled tubing operation, the operator shall post a second set of standing orders on the
drilling platform floor.

(h) Upon request of the operator, the commission will, in its discretion, approve a
variance

(1) from the BOPE requirements in (e) of this section if the variance provides at least an
equally effective means of well control; and

(2) from the diverter system requirements in (c) of this section if the variance provides at
least equally effective means of diverting flow away from the drill rig or if drilling
experience in the near vicinity indicates that a diverter system is not necessary.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 2/22/81, Register 77; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am
11/7/99, Register 152; am 10/24/2004, Register 172; am 12/28/2006, Register 180; am
7/12/2007, Register 183
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.036. Secondary well control for through-tubing drilling and completion:
blowout prevention equipment requirements
Statute text

(a) This section applies to drilling and completion operations performed through existing
production tubing. These operations are also subject to the requirements of 20 AAC
25.527.

(b) The operator shall submit the following information with the application for a Permit
to Drill (Form 10-401) or refer in the application to that information if that information is
already on file with the commission:

(1) a diagram of each blowout preventer (BOP) stack and related well control equipment
to be used;

(2) a list of the blowout prevention equipment (BOPE) with specifications.

(c) A well must be equipped with BOPE meeting the requirements of this subsection
from the time that drilling penetrates beyond casing or liner until the drilled portion has
been plugged or the well is completed, except if hydraulic communication to the open
hole section has been isolated. The following provisions apply to BOPE and other well
control equipment:

(1) in rotary drilling rig operations,

(A) for an operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of 5,000 psi or less,
BOPE must have at least three preventers, including

(i) one equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of drill pipe, tubing, or casing being used,
except that pipe rams need not be sized to bottom-hole assemblies (BHAs) and drill
collars;

(ii) one with blind rams, except that a subsea BOPE assembly must have blind/shear rams
in place of blind rams;

(iii) one annular type; and

(B) for an operation other than a casing or liner operation, with a maximum potential
surface pressure of greater than 5,000 psi, BOPE must have at least four preventers,
including

(i) two equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of the drill pipe or tubing being used,
except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars;

(ii) one with blind rams, except that a subsea BOPE assembly must have blind/shear rams
in place of blind rams; and

(iii) one annular type; and

(C) for a casing or liner operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of greater
than 5,000 psi, BOPE must have at least four preventers, including

(i) one equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of the drill pipe or tubing being used,
except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars;

(ii) one equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of casing or liner being used;

(iii) one with blind rams, except that a subsea BOPE assembly must have blind/shear
rams in place of blind rams; and

(iv) one annular type;

(2) in coiled tubing unit operations, the well control equipment must include

(A) for an operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of 5,000 psi or less,

(i) BOPE rams providing for pipe, slip, cutting, and blinding operations on the coiled
tubing in service;

(ii) a high pressure pack-off, stripper, or annular type preventer;

(iii) if pressure deployment of tools, tubing, liner, or casing is planned, a riser or
lubricator sized to the BHA and providing for pressure integrity from the BOPE rams to
the high pressure pack-off, stripper, or annular type preventer; and

(iv) at least one preventer equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of the tubing, liner, or
casing being used, except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars;

(B) for an operation, other than a casing or liner operation with a maximum potential
surface pressure of greater than 5,000 psi,

(i) BOPE rams providing for pipe, slip, cutting, and blinding operations on the coiled
tubing in service;

(ii) two high pressure pack-offs, strippers, or annular type preventers;

(iii) if pressure deployment of tools, tubing, liner, or casing is planned, a riser or
lubricator sized to the BHA and providing for pressure integrity from the BOPE rams to
the high pressure pack-off, stripper, or annular type preventer; and

(iv) at least two preventers equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of the tubing being
used, except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars; and

(C) for a casing or liner operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of greater
than 5,000 psi,

(i) BOPE rams providing for pipe, slip cutting, and blinding operations on the coiled
tubing in service;

(ii) two high pressure pack-offs, strippers, or annular type preventers;

(iii) if pressure deployment of tools, tubing, liner, or casing is planned, a riser or
lubricator sized to the BHA and providing for pressure integrity from the BOPE rams to
the high pressure pack-off, stripper, or annular type preventer;

(iv) at least one preventer equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of the tubing being
used, except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars; and

(v) at least one preventer equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of casing or liner being
used;

(3) the rated working pressure of the BOPE and other well control equipment must
exceed the maximum potential surface pressure to which it may be subjected; the
commission will specify in the approved Permit to Drill the working pressure that the
equipment must be rated to meet or exceed; however, the rated working pressure of an
annular type preventer need not exceed 5,000 psi, unless the commission requires a
higher rated working pressure as the commission considers necessary to maintain well
control; if the maximum potential surface pressure exceeds the rated working pressure of
the annular type preventer, the operator shall submit with the application for a Permit to
Drill a well control procedure that indicates how the annular type preventer will be used
and the pressure limitation that will be applied during each mode of pressure control;

(4) a BOPE assembly must include

(A) a hydraulic actuating system with

(i) sufficient accumulator capacity to supply 150 percent of the volume necessary to close
all BOPs, except blind rams, and to open the remotely controlled hydraulic valve while
maintaining a minimum pressure of 200 psi above the required precharge pressure when
all BOPs, except blind rams, are closed and all power sources are shut off; and

(ii) an accumulator pump system consisting of one or more pumps with independent
primary and secondary power sources, and an accumulator backup system having
sufficient capacity to close all BOPs and to hold them closed;

(B) locking devices on the ram-type preventers;

(C) a fire wall to shield accumulators and primary controls;

(D) in rotary drilling rig operations, one complete set of operable remote BOPE controls
on or near the driller's station, in addition to controls on the accumulator system;

(E) in coiled tubing operations, one complete set of operable remote BOPE controls on or
near the operator's station and, if these controls are not in close proximity to the drilling
platform floor, a second annular type preventer closing control located on the drilling
platform floor;

(F) a kill line and a choke line each connected to a flanged or hubbed outlet on a drilling
spool, the BOP body, or the tree, with two full-opening valves on each outlet, conforming
to the following specifications:

(i) the outlets and valves must be at least two inches in nominal diameter;

(ii) the outer valve on the choke side must be a remotely controlled hydraulic valve;

(iii) the inner valve on both the choke and kill sides may not normally be used for
opening or closing on flowing fluid;

(G) for open hole deployment, an annular type preventer, unless a lubricator of sufficient
length to enclose the entire BHA below a high pressure sealing element is used; and

(H) for conventional open loop fluid process drilling operations, a choke manifold
equipped with

(i) two or more adjustable chokes, one of which must be hydraulic and remotely
controlled from near the driller's or operator's station if the operation has a maximum
potential surface pressure of greater than 3,000 psi;

(ii) a line at least two inches in nominal diameter downstream of each choke;

(iii) immediately upstream of each choke, at least one full-opening valve for an operation
with a maximum potential surface pressure of 5,000 psi or less, or at least two fullopening valves for an operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of greater
than 5,000 psi; and

(iv) a bypass line at least two inches in nominal diameter with at least one full-opening
valve immediately upstream of each choke for an operation with a maximum potential

surface pressure of 5,000 psi or less, or with at least two full-opening valves immediately
upstream of each choke for an operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of
greater than 5,000 psi;

(5) in an underbalanced drilling operation, well control equipment must have bidirectional slip capabilities;

(6) the rated working pressure of the wellhead assembly and of all valves, pipes, rotary
hoses, and other fittings, including all sections of the choke manifold that are subject to
full wellhead pressure, must equal or exceed the required working pressure specified for
the BOPE in the approved Permit to Drill, except that the rated working pressure of lines
downstream of the choke need not exceed 50 percent of the required working pressure of
the BOPE;

(7) for lubricated drilling operations or operations below a normally closed annular type
preventer, the choke line may be used for drilling returns;

(8) at least one positive seal manual or hydraulic valve or BOPE blind ram, one set of
BOPE pipe rams, and, if used, the drilling spool must be flanged to the wellhead or tree;

(9) connections directly to the BOPE, other than connections described in (8) of this
subsection, must be flanged or hubbed, except that suitably pressure-rated quick connects
may be used if a positive seal manual valve, hydraulic valve, or BOPE blind ram and an
annular type preventer or sealing ram are flanged to the wellhead or tree below the quick
connection;

(10) kill and choke lines must

(A) be constructed of rigid steel pipe, fire-resistant rotary hose, or other conduit that has
been approved by the commission as capable of withstanding the temperature and
pressure of an ignited uncontrolled release;

(B) be as straight as practical;

(C) if constructed of rigid steel pipe, use targeted turns where the bend radius is less than
20 times the inside diameter of the pipe;

(D) be secured to prevent excessive whip or vibration;

(E) be sized to prevent excessive erosion or fluid friction; and

(F) be assembled without hammer unions or internally clamped swivel joints, except that
hammer unions and internally clamped swivel joints may be used on the kill line
upstream of the valves that are flanged to the wellhead or tree.

(d) A BOPE assembly must be tested as follows:

(1) when installed, repaired, or changed on a development or service well and at time
intervals not to exceed each 14 days thereafter, BOPE, including kelly valves, emergency
valves, and choke manifolds, must be function pressure-tested to the required working
pressure specified in the approved Permit to Drill, using a non-compressible fluid, except
that an annular type preventer need not be tested to more than 50 percent of its rated
working pressure; however, the commission will require that the BOPE be function
pressure-tested weekly, if the commission determines that a weekly BOPE pressure test
interval is indicated by a particular drilling rig's BOPE performance;

(2) when installed, repaired, or changed on an exploratory or stratigraphic test well and at
least once a week thereafter, BOPE, including kelly valves, emergency valves, and choke
manifolds, must be function pressure-tested to the required working pressure specified in
the approved Permit to Drill, using a non-compressible fluid, except that an annular type
preventer need not be tested to more than 50 percent of its rated working pressure;

(3) other well control equipment must be pressure-tested to the maximum potential
wellhead pressure after each installation of the well control equipment and before
wellbore entry, except that an annular type preventer need not be tested to more than 50
percent of its rated working pressure;

(4) if any BOP equipment components have been used for well control or other
equivalent purpose, or when routine use of the equipment may have compromised its
effectiveness, the components used must be function pressure-tested, before the next
wellbore entry, to the required working pressure specified in the approved Permit to Drill,
using a non-compressible fluid, except that an annular type preventer need not be tested
to more than 50 percent of its rated working pressure;

(5) BOP ram and annular components except blind rams must be function-tested weekly,
and all BOP ram and annular components must be function-tested after an action that
disconnects the hydraulic system lines from the BOPE, except that if the workstring is
continuously in the well, function-testing of blind rams must be performed as soon as
possible after the workstring is pulled out of the well and the BHA clears the BOP;

(6) for each BOPE test during drilling and completion operations, variable bore rams
must be function pressure-tested to the required pressure on the smallest outside diameter
(OD) and largest outside diameter (OD) tubulars that may be used during that test cycle,
except that variable bore rams need not be tested on BHAs and drill collars;

(7) BOPE test results must be recorded as part of the daily record required by 20 AAC
25.070(1), and must be provided to the commission, in a format approved by the
commission, within five days after completing the test;

(8) at least 24 hours notice of each BOPE function pressure test must be provided to the
commission so that a representative of the commission can witness the test.

(e) In a rotary drilling rig operation, the operator shall have on location a copy of the
approved Permit to Drill and shall post on the drilling rig floor the drilling hazard
information required by 20 AAC 25.005(c)(4) and a copy of the operator's standing
orders specifying well control procedures. In a coiled tubing operation, the operator shall
post in the operator's cab a copy of the approved Permit to Drill, the drilling hazard
information required by 20 AAC 25.005(c)(4), and a copy of the standing orders
specifying well control procedures. If an additional or separate substructure is used in a
coiled tubing operation, the operator shall post a second set of standing orders on the
drilling platform floor.

(f) Upon request of the operator, the commission will, in its discretion, approve a
variance from the requirements of this section if the variance provides at least an equally
effective means of well control.

(g) The operator shall report to the commission within 24 hours any instance of BOPE
use to prevent the flow of fluids from a well.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152; am 10/24/2004, Register 172; am 12/28/2006,
Register 180
Annotations

Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.037. Well control requirements for other drilling and completion operations
Statute text
For drilling and completion operations for which the provisions of 20 AAC 25.033, 20
AAC 25.035, or 20 AAC 25.036 would not be practical or appropriate, the commission
will approve alternate well control procedures and equipment if the procedures and
equipment are adequate to maintain well control.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.040. Well identification
Statute text
(a) Every well must be identified by a sign posted in a conspicuous place. During the
period of time from commencement of drilling operations to well completion,
suspension, or abandonment, the sign must be on or near the drill rig, but not more than
100 feet from the well. After well completion or suspension, the well sign must be at the
wellhead or on the wellhead building. The sign must be of durable construction, large
enough to be legible under normal conditions at a distance of 50 feet, and maintained in
legible condition. Each sign must show the

(1) name designated by the operator under 20 AAC 25.005(f) for the well drilled from the
surface location;

(2) name of the owner;

(3) name of the operator if different from the owner;

(4) API number that the commission has, under (b) of this section, assigned to the well;

(5) well surface location by governmental quarter section, section, township, and range;
and

(6) Permit to Drill number that the commission has assigned under (b) of this section.

(b) The commission will assign a Permit to Drill number and an API number when a
Permit to Drill (Form 10-401) is approved.

(c) For platforms or multiple-well drill sites, the information required in (a)(2) - (a)(5) of
this section may be posted on one sign on the platform or at the main entrance to the drill
site.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.045. Sealing off strata
Statute text
Repealed 4/2/86.
20 AAC 25.047. Reserve pits and tankage
Statute text
(a) Before a person commences drilling a well, a reserve pit must be constructed or
tankage installed for the reception and confinement of drilling fluids and cuttings, to
facilitate the safety of the drilling operation, and to prevent contamination of freshwater
and damage to the surface environment. The confining surface of a reserve pit must be
impervious. If practical, confinement diking in construction of a reserve pit must be
avoided. If confinement dikes are necessary, they must be kept to a minimum. Dikes
must be constructed and maintained to ensure their confinement integrity.

(b) Upon completion, suspension, or abandonment of the well, the operator shall proceed
with diligence to leave the reserve pit in a condition that does not constitute a hazard to
freshwater.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.050. Wellbore surveys
Statute text

(a) A well that is not intentionally deviated must be

(1) drilled as close to vertical as is possible using conventional drilling techniques, except
that deviation is permitted for short intervals to straighten the hole, sidetrack junk, or
correct mechanical difficulties;

(2) surveyed to determine the inclination from vertical with surveys starting at 500 feet
and no more than 500 feet apart to total depth; and

(3) surveyed by a complete continuous directional survey if a portion of the well path is
less than 500 feet from a property line where the ownership by owner or landowner is not
identical on both sides of the line, or if a portion of the well path is less than 200 feet
from any other vertical or deviated well; the survey must be taken at intervals not more
than 100 feet apart, beginning within 100 feet of the surface.

(b) If a well is to be intentionally deviated, the application for a Permit to Drill (Form
10-401) must

(1) include a plat, drawn to a suitable scale, showing the path of the proposed wellbore,
including all adjacent wellbores within 200 feet of any portion of the proposed well; and

(2) for all wells within 200 feet of the proposed wellbore

(A) list the names of the operators of those wells, to the extent that those names are
known or discoverable in public records, and show that each named operator has been
furnished a copy of the application by certified mail; or

(B) state that the applicant is the only affected owner.

(c) A well that is intentionally deviated must be

(1) directionally surveyed at intervals not more than 500 feet apart on straight or tangent
sections of the well during the normal course of drilling, and at intervals not exceeding
100 feet in all portions of the hole where intentional angle changes are performed;

(2) surveyed by a continuous directional survey if a portion of the well path is less than
500 feet from a property line where the ownership by owner or landowner is not identical
on both sides of the line; the survey must be taken at intervals not more than 100 feet
apart, beginning within 100 feet of the surface; and

(3) surveyed by a continuous directional survey if a deviated portion of the wellbore is
less than 200 feet from any other vertical or deviated well; the survey must be taken at
intervals not more than 100 feet apart, beginning within 100 feet of the surface.

(d) Within 30 days after the completion, abandonment, or suspension of a well, and
within 30 days after completion or plugging of a well branch, a complete digital copy of
each inclination and directional survey not previously filed must be filed with the
commission in a format acceptable to the commission. A composite survey may
additionally be filed if the operator believes this would better represent the well course. If
a composite survey is filed, the operator shall specify the portion of each survey used in
the composite.

(e) If the final location of the producing interval of a well is not in compliance with 20
AAC 25.055 or with pool rules established under 20 AAC 25.520, the operator shall
apply for an exception. The commission will review the application in accordance with
20 AAC 25.540. The well may not be produced until the exception is granted.

(f) A wellbore survey report required by (a) or (c) of this section must contain

(1) the name of the surveying company;

(2) the name, title, and signature of the person who actually performed the survey;

(3) the date on which the survey was performed;

(4) the type of survey conducted;

(5) the method used in calculating the survey;

(6) a complete identification of the well or, in the case of a well with more than one
bottom-hole location, a complete identification of the well branch; the identification must

show the name of the well designated by the operator under 20 AAC 25.005(f), the name
of the operator, the property name or lease number, the Permit to Drill number assigned
under 20 AAC 25.040(b), the API number, and the field name;

(7) the depth interval over which the survey was conducted; and

(8) a plat showing the coordinates

(A) of the surface location, the plotted well course, and wells within 500 feet of any
portion of the wellbore; these coordinates must be referenced to governmental section
lines; and

(B) of the surface location, referenced to the state plane coordinate system for this state as
maintained by the National Geodetic Survey in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.

(g) The commission will, in its discretion, require submittal of the original film, time
sheets, charts, graphs, discs, and other data used to compile the survey required by (a) or
(c) of this section.

(h) Upon application, the commission will, in its discretion, waive all or part of the
directional survey requirements of this section or approve alternate means for
determining the location of a wellbore if the variance at least equally ensures accurate
surveying of the wellbore to prevent well intersection, to comply with spacing
requirements, and to ensure protection of correlative rights.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
Editor's note: As of Register 177 (April 2006), the regulations attorney made a technical
revision under AS 44.62.125(b)(6), to 20 AAC 25.050(g).
20 AAC 25.055. Drilling units and well spacing
Statute text
(a) The commission will, in its discretion, establish drilling units to govern well spacing
and prescribe a spacing pattern by pool rules adopted in accordance with 20 AAC 25.520.

In the absence of an order by the commission establishing drilling units or prescribing a
spacing pattern for a pool, the following statewide spacing requirements apply:

(1) for a well drilling for oil, a wellbore may be open to test or regular production within
500 feet of a property line only if the owner is the same and the landowner is the same on
both sides of the line;

(2) for a well drilling for gas, a wellbore may be open to test or regular production within
1,500 feet of a property line only if the owner is the same and the landowner is the same
on both sides of the line;

(3) if oil has been discovered, the drilling unit for the pool is a governmental quarter
section; not more than one well may be drilled to and completed in that pool on any
governmental quarter section; a well may not be drilled or completed closer than 1,000
feet to any well drilling to or capable of producing from the same pool;

(4) if gas has been discovered, the drilling unit for the pool is a governmental section; not
more than one well may be drilled to and completed in that pool on any governmental
section; a well may not be drilled or completed closer than 3,000 feet to any well drilling
to or capable of producing from the same pool.

(b) A well may not begin regular production of oil from a property that is smaller than
the governmental quarter section upon which the well is located or begin regular
production of gas from a property that is smaller than the governmental section upon
which the well is located, unless the interests of the persons owning the drilling rights in
and the right to share in the production from the quarter section or section, respectively,
have been pooled under AS 31.05.100.

(c) A pooling agreement under AS 31.05.100 must be filed with the commission before
regular production from the affected property begins.

(d) The commission will review an application for an exception to the provisions of this
section in accordance with 20 AAC 25.540. The applicant for an exception shall send
notice of the application by certified mail to the owners, landowners, and operators
described in (1) of this subsection and shall furnish the commission with a copy of the
notice, the date of mailing, and the addresses to which the notice was sent. The
application must include

(1) the names of all owners, landowners, and operators of all properties within 1,000 feet
of a well drilling for oil or within 3,000 feet of a well drilling for gas for which an
exception is sought;

(2) a plat drawn to a scale of one inch equaling 2,640 feet or larger, showing the location
of the well for which the exception is sought, all other completed and drilling wells on
the property, and all adjoining properties and wells; and

(3) an affidavit by a person acquainted with the facts, verifying that all facts are true and
that the plat correctly portrays pertinent and required data.

(e) Upon application by the operator, the commission will establish notice requirements
different from those of (d) of this section if the operator demonstrates to the commission's
satisfaction that compliance with the notice requirements in (d) of this section is not
feasible because of the complexity of ownership within the notice area.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.100
20 AAC 25.061. Well site surveys
Statute text
(a) For an exploratory or stratigraphic test well, near surface strata to a depth of 2,000
feet in the vicinity of the well must be evaluated seismically by common depth point
refraction or reflection profile analysis, or by another method approved by the
commission, to identify anomalous velocity variations indicative of potential shallow gas
sources. Analysis results must be included with the application for the Permit to Drill
(Form 10-401).

(b) For a well drilled offshore from a mobile bottom-founded structure, jack-up rig, or
floating drilling vessel, the vicinity of the well must be evaluated by sidescan sonar and
other pertinent surveys to determine whether potential seabed hazards to drilling
operations are present. Survey results must be included with the application for Permit to
Drill.

(c) Upon request by the operator, the commission will, in its discretion, waive the
requirements of this section if the operator can identify, by other equally effective means,

the likelihood of encountering potential shallow gas or seabed hazards or if the
commission already has information that substantiates the presence or absence of shallow
gas or seabed hazards.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.065. Hydrogen sulfide
Statute text
(a) If hydrogen sulfide gas is encountered in excess of 20 ppm, the operator shall notify
the commission within 24 hours after the encounter.

(b) If a well is to be drilled in an area where a formation to be penetrated is known to
contain hydrogen sulfide gas, or if hydrogen sulfide gas is encountered while drilling, the
operator shall conform with API RP 49, Recommended Practices for Safe Drilling of
Wells Containing Hydrogen Sulfide, 2d edition, April 15, 1987, which is adopted by
reference.

(c) If the history of drilling in an area is insufficient to know whether hydrogen sulfide
gas exists, the commission will specify on the Permit to Drill (Form 10-401) that the
operator shall comply with the minimum requirements for detection monitoring,
contingency and control, and training, as follows:

(1) in addition to the automatic hydrogen sulfide detection system required in 20 AAC
25.066, at least three manual detectors with an adequate supply of extra detector tubes
must be available on the location;

(2) hydrogen sulfide treating material for the drilling mud must be available on or near
the location, in good condition and in sufficient quantity to adequately treat the mud
system should hydrogen sulfide be encountered;

(3) detailed emergency operating procedures must be defined and posted to ensure the
safety of all personnel should hydrogen sulfide be encountered;

(4) detailed step-by-step remedial procedures must be developed and posted to cover
emergencies while drilling or tripping;

(5) personnel protective equipment must be available on the location;

(6) all persons engaged in drilling operations must be trained for emergency procedures
in the presence of hydrogen sulfide gas and in the use of personal protective equipment,
alarm systems, and emergency exit procedures.

(d) Repealed 11/7/99.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
Editor's note: A copy of the American Petroleum Institute recommended practices
referred to in 20 AAC 25.065 may be reviewed during business hours at the commission's
office and may be obtained from the American Petroleum Institute, Order Desk, 1220 L
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005-4070, or if not available from the American
Petroleum Institute, may be obtained from Global Engineering Documents, 15 Inverness
Way East, Englewood, CO 80150.
20 AAC 25.066. Gas detection
Statute text
(a) Drilling and workover rigs must meet the following minimum requirements for
methane and hydrogen sulfide gas detection:

(1) the methane detection system must have a minimum of three sensing points; one
sensing point must be under the substructure near the cellar, one must be over the shale
shaker, and one must be above the drill rig floor near the driller's station or above the
drilling platform; if the mud pits are remote from the shale shaker and enclosed, a fourth
sensor must be located over the mud pits;

(2) methane sensors must be placed to detect a "lighter-than-air" gas;

(3) the hydrogen sulfide detection system must have a minimum of three sensing points;
one sensing point must be under the substructure near the cellar, one must be near the
shale shaker, and one must be above the drill rig floor near the driller's station or above
the drilling platform; the commission will require additional sensors as the commission

considers necessary for safety, such as at the entrance to living quarters if they are
adjacent to the drill rig, or over the mud pits if they are remote from the shaker and
enclosed;

(4) hydrogen sulfide sensors must be placed to detect a "heavier-than-air" gas;

(5) sensors must be automatic, acting independently and in parallel, and with one-minute
minimum sampling intervals;

(6) each detection system must include separate and distinct visual and audible alarms;
the visual alarm must signal the low level gas alarm and the audible alarm the high level
gas alarm; an audible alarm may have an "acknowledge" button;

(7) the methane low level gas alarm must be set at not over 20 percent LEL; the high
level alarm must be set at not over 40 percent LEL;

(8) the hydrogen sulfide low level gas alarm must be set at 10 ppm; the high level alarm
must be set at not over 20 ppm;

(9) each alarm must be automatic and must be visible and audible from the driller's or
operator's station; the hydrogen sulfide alarm must be audible throughout the drilling
location, including the camp buildings.

(b) A gas detection system that continuously performs self-checking or diagnostics must
be function-tested when a BOP stack is initially installed after a drill rig is set up, when a
commission-witnessed BOP test occurs, and no less frequently than once every six
months. If a BOP stack is not required, a gas detection system that continuously performs
self-checking or diagnostics must be function-tested when drilling or workover
operations begin, when a commission-witnessed BOP test occurs, and no less frequently
than once every six months. Other gas detection systems must be calibrated and tested
when a BOP stack is initially installed after a drill rig is set up, when a commissionwitnessed BOP test occurs, and no less frequently than once every 30 days. If a BOP
stack is not required, other gas detection systems must be calibrated and tested when
drilling or workover operations begin, when a commission-witnessed BOP test occurs,
and no less frequently than once every 30 days. The operator shall maintain at the drill rig
an accessible record of gas detection system tests and calibrations.

(c) A failure in a gas detection system must be reported to the commission within 24
hours after the failure. The commission will, in its discretion, require well operations to
be discontinued if a gas detection system fails.

(d) Upon request of the operator, the commission may

(1) waive the methane detection requirements of this section, if the commission
determines that the configuration of the drilling or workover rig and any associated
equipment and structures eliminates the potential for methane to accumulate;

(2) allow the use of a single hydrogen sulfide sensor on site in place of the three sensing
points required under (a)(3) of this section, if the commission determines that the
configuration of the drilling or workover rig and any associated equipment and structures
eliminates the potential for hydrogen sulfide to accumulate; or

(3) approve a variance from the requirements of this section if the variance provides at
least an equally effective means of gas detection.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152; am 7/18/2003, Register 167
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.070. Records and reports
Statute text
The operator of a well shall

(1) keep a detailed accurate daily record of the actual drilling, completion, workover,
repair, and plugging operations, and of the tests required by this chapter; the daily record
must be available for inspection at reasonable times by the commission

(A) at the well; and

(B) in the state for five years after the date of well abandonment;

(2) file with the commission before well completion or, if the well is not completed,
before well abandonment a survey plat certified by a registered land surveyor showing
the precise surface location of the well; however, only the first well drilled from a fixed
platform or a multiple-well location must have a certified survey;

(3) file with the commission, within 30 days after completion, abandonment, or
suspension of the well and within 30 days after completion or plugging of a well branch,
if occurring at a different time, a complete well record on the Well Completion or
Recompletion Report and Log (Form 10-407), including the tests required by this chapter
and a summary of daily well operations reporting drilling depths, abnormally geopressured strata, lost circulation and other hole difficulties encountered, simulated kick
drills, mud weight, and a brief description of principal items of work done, such as
running and cementing casing, drill stem tests, BOP tests, coring, sidewall sampling, and
logging; in the case of a well with multiple well branches, information pertaining to and
filed under this paragraph with respect to a portion of a well need not be re-filed unless
changed; and

(4) upon request of the commission after completion, abandonment, or suspension of the
well or completion or plugging of a well branch, file with the commission a copy of the
daily record required by (1) of this section.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.071. Geologic data and logs
Statute text
(a) An operator shall log the portion of the well below the conductor pipe by either a
complete electrical log or a complete radio-activity log unless the commission specifies
which type of log is to be run.

(b) Within 30 days after completion, suspension, or abandonment of a well, whichever
occurs first, and within 30 days after completion or plugging of a well branch, if
occurring at a different time, the operator shall file with the commission, unless
previously filed,

(1) a sepia and a reproduced copy of a complete mud log or a lithology log consisting of a
detailed record and description of the sequence of strata encountered, including the kind

and character of the rock and all shows of hydrocarbons; an electronic image file in a
format acceptable to the commission may be substituted for the sepia;

(2) a complete set of washed and dried, legibly identified samples of all drill cuttings, as
caught by the operator in accordance with good geological practices, consisting of a
minimum of one-quarter cup in volume or three ounces in weight of cuttings for each
sample interval;

(3) a lithologic description and, if available, photographs of each conventional and
sidewall core; conventional core descriptions must include apparent textural, fluid, and
lithologic variations, including rock type, porosity, fractures, bedding plane attitudes,
sedimentary structure, grain size, and presence of hydrocarbons;

(4) chips from each foot of recovered conventional core, except that chips need not be
submitted until 30 days after the conventional core is analyzed; the chips must be
representative of the one-foot interval, and must be approximately either one cubic inch
in volume, or two ounces in weight;

(5) a list of the geologic markers encountered and the measured and true vertical depths
of each marker;

(6) a sepia and a reproduced copy of all logs run, including common derivative formats
such as tadpole plots of dipmeter data and borehole images produced from sonic or
resistivity data, and including composite log formats; however, copies of velocity surveys
and experimental logs need not be included; an electronic image file in a format
acceptable to the commission may be substituted for the sepia;

(7) a tape, diskette, or other electronic medium acceptable to the commission and a
verification listing of the digital data for all logs run, except velocity surveys and
experimental logs; the verification listing must include a written description of the logical
and physical format of the digital data; and

(8) the following items, or a written request proposing a date for submitting those items,
subject to commission approval of that date for timeliness, if those items are unavailable
within the 30-day filing period set out in this subsection:

(A) a copy of all drill stem test and production test data and charts;

(B) a brief summary of production tests, drill stem tests, wireline formation tests, and
other formation tests performed, including test date, time, depth, duration, method of
operation, recovered fluid types, fluid amounts, gas-oil ratio, oil gravity, pressure, and
choke size;

(C) conventional and sidewall core analysis determinations, if any, of porosity,
permeability, and fluid saturation;

(D) geochemical and formation fluid analyses obtained, if any.

(c) The commission will, in its discretion, waive or modify the requirements of this
section for a well if those requirements would not significantly add to the geologic
knowledge of the area in light of the information that is available from other wells in the
area.

(d) In this section

(1) "experimental logs" means logs that are not commercially available from a well
logging contractor; and

(2) "velocity survey" means a survey, the primary purpose of which is to determine
velocity of seismic waves through formations penetrated by a well by measuring travel
times of seismic pulses from or near the surface to geophones placed at various depths in
the well.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.035
20 AAC 25.072. Temporary shutdown of drilling or completion operations
Statute text
(a) If circumstances prevent the continuation of the program approved on a Permit to
Drill (Form 10-401), or if an operator wishes to change drill rigs, the operator shall apply
to the commission for approval to shut down drilling or completion operations
temporarily. Based on the information received under this subsection, the commission

will decide whether to approve the temporary shutdown of drilling or completion
operations. The request for operation shutdown must be submitted on an Application for
Sundry Approvals (Form 10-403), providing a full justification for the shutdown, a
description of the proposed condition of the wellbore upon shutdown of drilling or
completion operations, the approximate date when drilling or completion operations will
resume, and a proposed program for securing the well during the period of shutdown. An
Application for Sundry Approvals is not required for planned shutdowns of well
operations, if those shutdowns are described in the approved Permit to Drill.

(b) The operator shall file with the commission, within 30 days after operation shutdown,
a complete well record on a Report of Sundry Well Operations (Form 10-404), including
a summary of daily well operations as described in 20 AAC 25.070(3) and a copy of all
logs run in the well as required by 20 AAC 25.071(b)(6). The commission will, in its
discretion, waive the requirements of this subsection if drilling or completion operations
are to be resumed within 60 days after operation shutdown.

(c) Shutdown of well operations does not establish a completion, suspension, or
abandonment date for a well.

(d) If well operations are not resumed within 12 months, the operator shall immediately
proceed to abandon or suspend the well. Upon application of the operator, the
commission will extend the 12-month period, if the operator shows that operational
circumstances beyond the operator's control prevent resumption within the 12-month
period.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.075. Other wells in designated areas
Statute text
There are areas in the state where drilling operations could unexpectedly encounter oil,
gas, or hazardous substances at shallow depths. When the commission obtains sufficient
evidence to define a specific area and the approximate depth range of the substances, it
will issue an order that will present the evidence, define the area, and stipulate a drilling
depth. After the issuance of such an order, any well drilled in the defined area, for any
purpose, that exceeds the stipulated depth will require a drilling permit and may be
subject to the other requirements of this chapter.
History

History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.080. Annular disposal of drilling waste
Statute text
(a) A person may not dispose of drilling waste through the annular space of a well unless
authorized by the commission under this section. The operator of a well permitted under
AS 31.05.090 may request authorization for the disposal of drilling waste through the
well's annular space by filing with the commission an Application for Sundry Approvals
(Form 10-403) supplemented with additional information as required under this section.

(b) A request for authorization under this section must include the following information
or refer to that information if that information is already on file with the commission:

(1) the annulus to be used for disposal;

(2) the depth to the base of freshwater aquifers and permafrost, if present;

(3) a stratigraphic description of the interval exposed to the open annulus and other
information sufficient to support a commission finding that the waste will be confined
and will not come to the surface or, except to the extent allowed under (e)(1) of this
section, contaminate freshwater;

(4) a list of all publicly recorded wells within one-quarter mile, and all publicly recorded
water wells within one mile, of the well that will receive drilling waste;

(5) the types and maximum volume of waste to be disposed of and the estimated density
of the waste slurry;

(6) a description of any waste sought to be determined as drilling waste under (h)(3) of
this section;

(7) an estimate of the maximum anticipated pressure at the outer casing shoe during
disposal operations and calculations showing how this value was determined;

(8) details that show that the shoe of the outer casing is set below the base of permafrost,
if present, and any freshwater aquifer, other than freshwater excepted under (e)(1) of this
section, and is adequately cemented to provide zone isolation; the information relied
upon and submitted must include

(A) cementing records; and

(B) a cement quality log or formation integrity test records;

(9) details that show that the inner and outer casing strings have sufficient strength in
collapse and burst to withstand the anticipated pressure of disposal operations;

(10) the downhole pressure obtained during a formation integrity test conducted below
the outer casing shoe;

(11) identification of the hydrocarbon zones, if any, above the depth to which the inner
casing is cemented;

(12) the duration of the disposal operation, not to exceed 90 days;

(13) whether drilling waste has previously been disposed of in the annular space of the
well and, if so, a summary of the dates of the disposal operations, the volumes of waste
disposed of, and the wells where the drilling waste was generated;

(14) the well where the drilling waste to be disposed of was or will be generated;

(15) if the operator proposes not to comply with a limitation established in (d) of this
section, an explanation of why compliance would be imprudent;

(16) any additional data required by the commission to confirm containment of drilling
waste.

(c) The commission will authorize an annular disposal operation described in the
Application for Sundry Approvals, as that application has been supplemented under this

section, and subject to any modifications prescribed by the commission, if the
commission determines that the

(1) waste will be adequately confined;

(2) disposal will not

(A) contaminate freshwater, except to the extent allowed under (e)(91) of this section;

(B) cause drilling waste to surface;

(C) impair the mechanical integrity of any well; or

(D) damage a producing or potentially producing formation or impair the recovery of oil
or gas from a pool; and

(3) disposal will not circumvent 20 AAC 25.252 or 20 AAC 25.412.

(d) Unless the operator demonstrates that compliance with a limitation established in (1)
- (4) of this subsection is imprudent, the commission will not authorize disposal of
drilling waste

(1) in a volume greater than 35,000 barrels through the annular space of a single well;

(2) for a period longer than one year through the annular space of a single well;

(3) into a hydrocarbon-bearing stratum; or

(4) through the annular space of a well not located on the same drill pad or platform as
the drilling operation generating the drilling waste.

(e) On a case-by-case basis, and as the commission considers necessary to ensure that the
standards in (c) of this section are met, the commission will impose conditions upon an

authorization to dispose of drilling waste under this section. In addition, an authorization
to dispose of drilling waste under this section is subject to the following conditions:

(1) drilling waste may not be disposed of into freshwater, unless the

(A) freshwater is identified in the Application for Sundry Approvals; and

(B) commission finds that the freshwater has a total dissolved solids content of more than
3,000 mg/l, and is not reasonably expected to supply a public water system; the
commission will, in its discretion, provide 15 days notice and the opportunity for a public
hearing in accordance with 20 AAC 25.540 before making that finding;

(2) the downhole disposal pressure may not exceed the downhole pressure obtained
during the formation integrity test conducted below the outer casing shoe, or a higher
pressure specified in the authorization upon the commission's finding that the higher
pressure will not cause drilling waste to migrate above the confining zone;

(3) if drilling waste appears above the confining zone, the operator shall immediately
cease disposal, notify the commission, and take appropriate remedial action;

(4) if the commission notifies the operator that disposal operations pose a threat to well
integrity, safety, oil or gas recovery, or freshwater, except to the extent allowed under (1)
of this subsection, the operator shall immediately cease disposal and take appropriate
remedial action as approved or required by the commission.

(f) For each annular disposal operation authorized under this section, the operator shall
report the following information to the commission on a Report of Annular Disposal
(Form 10-423) not later than 30 days after the end of the period authorized for the
disposal operation:

(1) the dates when disposal began and ended;

(2) the volume of drilling waste disposed of in each of the following categories:

(A) the aggregate of drilling wastes described in (h)(1) of this section;

(B) the aggregate of drilling wastes described in (h)(2) of this section; and

(C) each substance determined to be a drilling waste under (h)(3) of this section.

(g) The provisions of 20 AAC 25.252 and 20 AAC 25.402 - 20 AAC 25.460 do not
apply to the disposal of drilling waste authorized under this section.

(h) In this section, "drilling waste" means the following substances, unless identified as a
hazardous waste in 40 C.F.R. 261:

(1) drilling mud, drilling cuttings, reserve pit fluids, cement-contaminated drilling mud,
completion fluids, formation fluids associated with the act of drilling a well permitted
under 20 AAC 25.005, and any added water needed to facilitate pumping of drilling mud
or drilling cuttings;

(2) drill rig wash fluids and drill rig domestic waste water; and

(3) other substances that the commission determines upon application are wastes
associated with the act of drilling a well permitted under 20 AAC 25.005.

(i) For purposes of this section, in AS 31.05.030(e)(2), "oil or gas well" means a well
permitted under AS 31.05.090, other than a water well associated with oil or gas
exploration and production.
History
History: Eff. 9/22/96, Register 139; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
——————————
Article 2
Abandonment and Plugging
Section
105. Abandonment of wells.
107. Plugging well branches.
110. Suspended wells.

112. Well plugging requirements.
115. Shut-in wells.
120. Well abandonment marker.
140. Water wells.
170. Onshore location clearance.
172. Offshore location clearance.
20 AAC 25.105. Abandonment of wells
Statute text
(a) All wells that have been permitted on a property under 20 AAC 25.005 must be
abandoned before expiration of the owner's rights in that property or if, after notice and
hearing, the commission orders abandonment for safety reasons or because the operator
has effectively abandoned operations prior to the expiration of the lease. If the owner is
the landowner, all wells that have been permitted on a property by 20 AAC 25.005 must
be abandoned within one year following permanent cessation of the operator's oil and gas
activity within the field where the wells are located or according to an abandonment
schedule approved by the commission, unless the wells are earlier abandoned for safety
reasons.

(b) A well drilled onshore or from a fixed offshore platform must be abandoned before
removal of the drill rig unless the well is completed as an oil, gas, or service well or is
suspended, or unless well operations are shut down in accordance with 20 AAC 25.072.
Each well drilled from a fixed offshore platform must be abandoned before the platform
is removed or dismantled.

(c) A well drilled offshore from a mobile bottom-founded structure, jack-up rig, or
floating drilling vessel must be abandoned before removal of the drill rig unless

(1) the well is completed as an oil, gas, or service well; or

(2) subsea equipment for well re-entry is properly installed and either the well is
suspended or well operations are shut down in accordance with 20 AAC 25.072.

(d) A well drilled from a beach, artificial island, or shifting natural island must be
abandoned before removal of the drill rig unless the well is completed as an oil, gas, or
service well or is suspended, or unless well operations are shut down in accordance with
20 AAC 25.072 and plans for maintaining the integrity of the location are approved by
the commission.

(e) An Application for Sundry Approvals (Form 10-403) must be submitted to and
approved by the commission before work is begun to abandon a well, except that oral
approval may be obtained from the commission if it is followed within three days by the
submission of an Application for Sundry Approvals for final approval by the
commission. The commission will attach conditions to its approval as necessary to
protect freshwater and hydrocarbon resources. The Application for Sundry Approvals
must include

(1) the reason for abandoning the well; and

(2) a statement of proposed work, including

(A) information on abnormally geo-pressured strata;

(B) the manner of placement, kind, size, and location, by measured depth, of existing and
proposed plugs;

(C) plans for cementing, shooting, testing, and removing casing;

(D) if the Application for Sundry Approvals is submitted after beginning work, the name
of the representative of the commission who provided oral approval, and the date of the
approval; and

(E) other information pertinent to abandonment of the well.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.107. Plugging well branches
Statute text
(a) An operator may plug a well branch before abandoning or suspending the well. If a
well branch has not been completed, the operator shall plug the well branch before
removal of the drill rig, unless well operations are shut down in accordance with 20 AAC
25.072.

(b) An Application for Sundry Approvals (Form 10-403) must be submitted to and
approved by the commission before work is begun to plug a well branch, except that oral
approval may be obtained from the commission if it is followed within three days by the
submission of an Application for Sundry Approvals for final approval by the
commission. The provisions of 20 AAC 25.105(e) apply to the application, except that
instead of including the reason for abandoning the well, the application must include the
reason for plugging the well branch and the reason for not immediately abandoning or
suspending the well.

(c) The provisions of 20 AAC 25.112(a) - (c) and (e) - (i) apply to plugging a well
branch.

(d) This section does not apply to the temporary plugging of a well branch for production
control purposes.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.110. Suspended wells
Statute text
(a) If allowed under 20 AAC 25.105, the commission will, upon application by the
operator under (b) of this section, approve the suspension of a well if

(1) the well

(A) encounters hydrocarbons of sufficient quality and quantity to indicate that the well is
capable of producing in paying quantities, as reasonably demonstrated by well tests or
interpretive formation evaluation data; for purposes of this paragraph, "paying quantities"
means quantities sufficient to yield a return in excess of operating costs;

(B) is a candidate for redrilling;

(C) has potential value as a service well; or

(D) is located on a pad or platform with active producing or service wells; and

(2) the operator justifies to the commission's satisfaction why the well should not be
abandoned, and, if the well is not completed, why the well should not be completed;
sufficient reasons include the

(A) unavailability of surface production or transportation facilities;

(B) imprudence of security maintenance of a completed well in a shut-in status;

(C) need for pool delineation and evaluation to determine the prudence of pool
development.

(b) An Application for Sundry Approvals (Form 10-403) must be submitted to and
approved by the commission before plugging operations are begun in a well for which
suspension is proposed, except that oral approval may be obtained from the commission
if it is followed within three days by the submission of an Application for Sundry
Approvals for final approval by the commission. Approval will be conditioned as
necessary to protect freshwater and hydrocarbon resources. An Application for Sundry
Approvals must include

(1) the reason for suspending the well and information showing that the applicable
criteria for suspension under (a) of this section have been met; and

(2) a statement of proposed work, including

(A) information on abnormally geo-pressured strata;

(B) the manner of placement, kind, size, and location, by measured depth, of existing and
proposed plugs;

(C) plans for cementing, shooting, testing, and removing casing;

(D) if the Application for Sundry Approvals is submitted after beginning work, the name
of the representative of the commission who provided oral approval, and the date of the
approval; and

(E) other information pertinent to suspension of the well.

(c) At the operator's request accompanying the submission, information submitted to
show that the applicable criteria for well suspension under (a) of this section have been
met will be kept confidential

(1) for the period specified under AS 31.05.035(c), if the information is described in 20
AAC 25.071(b); or

(2) for the time that the information has value as a trade secret, if the information is not
described in 20 AAC 25.071(b) but is determined by the commission to constitute a trade
secret under AS 45.50.940.

(d) A well approved for suspension must be plugged in accordance with the requirements
of 20 AAC 25.112, except that the requirements of 20 AAC 25.112(d) do not apply if

(1) a wellhead is installed or the well is capped with a mechanical device to seal the
opening; and

(2) a bridge plug capped with 50 feet of cement or a continuous cement plug extending
200 feet within the interior casing string is placed at or above 300 feet below the surface;
the commission will waive the requirement of this paragraph for a development well
drilled from a pad or platform, if the commission determines that the level of activity on
the pad or platform assures adequate surveillance of that development well.

(e) Until a suspended well has been abandoned or re-entered, the operator shall maintain
the integrity of the location, provide the commission with a well status report every five
years, and clear the location in accordance with 20 AAC 25.170(a)(2) or (b) or with 20
AAC 25.172(c)(2) or (d), as applicable.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations

Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.112. Well plugging requirements
Statute text
(a) Plugging of the uncased portion of a wellbore must be performed in a manner that
ensures that all hydrocarbons and freshwater are confined to their respective indigenous
strata and are prevented from migrating into other strata or to the surface. The minimum
requirements for plugging the uncased portion of a wellbore are as follows:

(1) by the displacement method, a cement plug must be placed

(A) from 100 feet below the base to 100 feet above the top of all hydrocarbon-bearing
strata;

(B) from the well's total depth to 100 feet above the top of all hydrocarbon-bearing strata;

(C) from the well's plugged back total depth to 100 feet above the top of all hydrocarbonbearing strata, if all hydrocarbon-bearing, abnormally geo-pressured, and freshwater
strata below are isolated; however, the commission will approve plugging from the top of
fill or the top of junk instead of from the plugged back total depth, if the commission
determines that the objectives of this subsection will be met; or

(D) from 100 feet below the base to 50 feet above the base of each significant
hydrocarbon-bearing stratum and from 50 feet below the top to 100 feet above the top of
each significant hydrocarbon-bearing stratum;

(2) by the displacement method, a cement plug must be placed from 100 feet below the
base to 50 feet above the base of each abnormally geo-pressured stratum and from 50 feet
below the top to 100 feet above the top of each abnormally geo-pressured stratum;

(3) by the displacement method, a cement plug must be placed from 150 feet below the
base to 50 feet above the base of the deepest freshwater stratum.

(b) Plugging of a well must include effectively segregating uncased and cased portions
of the wellbore to prevent vertical movement of fluid within the wellbore. The minimum
requirement for plugging to segregate uncased and cased portions of a wellbore is one of
the following:

(1) by the displacement method, a continuous cement plug must be placed from 100 feet
below to 100 feet above the casing shoe;

(2) by the downsqueeze method using a retainer set no less than 50 feet but no more than
100 feet above the casing shoe, a volume of cement sufficient to fill the wellbore from
the retainer to 100 feet below the casing shoe must be pumped through the retainer, and
cement must be pumped above the retainer to cap it with a 50 foot cement plug;

(3) by the downsqueeze method using a production packer set no less than 50 feet but no
more than 500 feet above the casing shoe, a volume of cement sufficient to fill the
wellbore from 100 feet below the casing shoe to the packer must be pumped through the
packer, and cement must be pumped above the packer to cap it with a 50 foot cement
plug.

(c) Plugging of cased portions of a wellbore must be performed in a manner that ensures
that all hydrocarbons and freshwater are confined to their respective indigenous strata and
are prevented from migrating into other strata or to the surface. The minimum
requirements for plugging cased portions of a wellbore are as follows:

(1) perforated intervals must be plugged by one of the following methods:

(A) by the displacement method, a cement plug placed from 100 feet below the base to
50 feet above the base of the perforated interval and from 50 feet below the top to 100
feet above the top of the perforated interval;

(B) by the displacement method, a cement plug placed from the well's total depth to 100
feet above the top of the perforated interval;

(C) by the displacement method, a cement plug placed from the well's plugged-back total
depth to 100 feet above the top of the perforated interval, if all hydrocarbon-bearing,
abnormally geo-pressured, and freshwater strata below are isolated; however, the
commission will approve plugging from the top of fill or the top of junk instead of from
the plugged-back total depth, if the commission determines that the objectives of this
subsection will be met;

(D) by the downsqueeze method using a cement retainer or production packer set no less
than 50 feet but no more than 500 feet above the perforated interval, a volume of cement
pumped through the retainer or packer sufficient to fill the wellbore from 100 feet below
the base of the perforated interval to the retainer or packer;

(E) if the perforations are isolated from open hole below, a mechanical bridge plug set no
more than 50 feet above the top of the perforated interval, and either a minimum of 75
feet of cement placed on top of the plug by the displacement method or a minimum of 25
feet of cement placed on top of the plug with a dump bailer;

(2) casing stubs within outer casing must be plugged by one of the following methods:

(A) by the displacement method, a cement plug placed from 100 feet below the stub to
100 feet above the stub;

(B) by the downsqueeze method using a retainer set 50 feet above the stub, a volume of
cement pumped below the retainer sufficient to fill the casing stub with 150 feet of
cement, and cement pumped above the retainer to cap it with a 50 foot cement plug;

(C) if the casing stub annulus is cemented, a mechanical bridge plug set no more than 25
feet above the casing stub, and either a minimum of 75 feet of cement placed on top of
the plug by the displacement method or a minimum of 25 feet of cement placed on top of
the plug with a dump bailer;

(3) if freshwater is present, the smallest diameter casing string extending to the surface
must be plugged by one of the following methods:

(A) by the displacement method, a cement plug placed from 100 feet below the depth of
the surface casing shoe to 100 feet above the depth of the shoe;

(B) a mechanical bridge plug set 100 feet below the depth of the surface casing shoe and
at least 200 feet of cement placed on top of the plug.

(d) Plugging of the surface of a well must meet the following requirements:

(1) by the displacement method, a cement plug at least 150 feet in length, with the top of
the cement no more than five feet below original ground level onshore, or between 10
and 30 feet below the mudline datum offshore, must be placed within the smallest
diameter casing string;

(2) either

(A) all annular space open at the surface onshore, or in communication with open hole
and extending to the mudline datum offshore, must be plugged with cement to seal the
annular space in a manner satisfactory to the commission; or

(B) all casing interior to the surface casing must be recovered to a depth of 100 feet or
more below the original ground level onshore or the mudline datum offshore and the
casing stubs plugged with cement as provided in (c)(2)(A) of this section; if the cement
plug is extended to within the distance from the surface specified in (1) of this subsection,
the requirement of (1) of this subsection need not be met.

(e) Cement used for plugging within zones of permafrost must be designed to set before
freezing and have a low heat of hydration.

(f) Each of the respective intervals of a wellbore between the various plugs must be filled
with fluid of sufficient density to exert a hydrostatic pressure exceeding the greatest
formation pressure of permeable formations in the intervals between the plugs at the time
of abandonment.

(g) Except for surface plugs, the operator shall record the actual location and integrity of
cement plugs, cement retainers, or bridge plugs required by this section, using one of the
following methods, which in the case of a cement retainer or bridge plug may be
performed before cement is placed on top of the plug:

(1) placing sufficient weight on the plug to confirm its location and to confirm that the
plug has set and a competent plug is in place;

(2) testing the plug to hold a surface pressure of 1,500 psig or 0.25 psi/ft multiplied by
the true vertical depth of the casing shoe, whichever is greater, and tagging the plug to
confirm location; however, surface pressure may not subject the casing to a hoop stress
that will exceed 70 percent of the minimum yield strength of the casing.

(h) At least 24 hours notice of plugging operations must be given to the commission so
that a representative of the commission can witness the operations.

(i) The commission will, in its discretion, approve a variance from the requirements of
this section if the variance provides for at least equally effective plugging of the well and
prevention of fluid movement into sources of hydrocarbons or freshwater.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.115. Shut-in wells
Statute text
(a) No later than March 31 of each year, an operator shall file with the commission a
report on completed development or service wells that have been shut in for 365 days or
longer as of January 1 of that year. The report must provide

(1) the current known mechanical condition of the well, including the condition of
installed tubing and casing strings;

(2) the date the well was shut in and the circumstances surrounding the decision to shut in
the well; and

(3) an analysis of the future utility of the well.

(b) The commission will require an operator of a shut-in well to file additional
information as the commission considers necessary to ensure that freshwater and
hydrocarbon sources are protected.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.120. Well abandonment marker

Statute text
(a) The exact surface location of an abandoned well must be shown by a steel well
abandonment marker. The marker must be a marker plate meeting the requirements of (b)
of this section. However, upon the request of the surface owner, and if the commission
determines that a marker post does not create a hazard or obstacle, the commission will
approve a marker post meeting the requirements of (c) of this section.

(b) A marker plate must be

(1) at least 1/4 inch thick;

(2) at least 18 inches square or in diameter; and

(3) welded to and must cover the outermost casing string.

(c) A marker post must

(1) be at least four inches in diameter and at least 10 feet long;

(2) be set in cement inside well casing or firmly welded with supporting fillets to the top
of a steel plate secured to the casinghead or casing stub;

(3) extend from four to six feet above final ground level; and

(4) be closed at the top with a screw cap, welded plate, or cement plug.

(d) The following information must be bead-welded directly to the marker:

(1) the name of the operator;

(2) the number that the commission has, under 20 AAC 25.040(b), assigned to the Permit
to Drill for the well;

(3) the name designated for the well by the operator under 20 AAC 25.005(f);

(4) the API number for the well, with any suffix appended to the number under 20 AAC
25.005(f).

(e) The commission will, in its discretion, inspect the marker to verify proper installation
and well information at the time of the location clearance required under 20 AAC 25.170.

(f) This section does not apply to abandoned wells drilled offshore.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.140. Water wells
Statute text
If a well drilled onshore for oil or gas is to be abandoned, but is safe for use as a
freshwater well, a person who wishes to use the well as a freshwater well must obtain
written authorization to do so from the landowner and the owner of the surface rights.
The authorization must provide for the authorized person's assumption of full
responsibility for the final plugging of the water well. This authorization must be filed
with the commission and is subject to commission approval, based upon the
commission's determination that the proposed use as a freshwater well is bona fide. After
the commission's approval of the plugging of the well to protect the freshwater bearing
strata to a depth approved by the commission for conversion to a water well, and after the
commission's approval of the location clearance for compliance with 20 AAC
25.170(a)(2) or (b) or 20 AAC 25.172(c)(2) or (d), the operator is relieved of further
obligation under the operator's bond.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.170. Onshore location clearance
Statute text
(a) At or after the time that a well drilled onshore is abandoned and before the earlier of
one year after well abandonment or the expiration of the owner's rights in the property,

(1) the operator shall remove the wellhead equipment and casing to a depth at least three
feet below original ground level and install a well abandonment marker in accordance
with 20 AAC 25.120; and

(2) unless the operator demonstrates to the commission that the surface owner has
authorized a different disposition to facilitate a genuine beneficial use, the operator shall

(A) remove all materials, supplies, structures, and installations from the location;

(B) remove all loose debris from the location;

(C) fill and grade all pits or close them in another manner approved by the commission as
adequate to protect public health and safety; and

(D) leave the location in a clean and graded condition.

(b) If a well described in (a) of this section is located on state or federal land, and if the
agency acting on behalf of the state or federal government as lessor approves a
disposition different from that required under (a)(2) of this section, the commission will
accept that disposition instead of requiring the operator to comply with (a)(2) of this
section.

(c) The commission will modify the time period set out in (a) of this section as follows:

(1) if the Department of Natural Resources, as to a state lease, or the United States
Department of the Interior, as to a federal lease approves a time period beyond one year
after well abandonment for location clearance, the commission will set an identical time
period for compliance with (a) of this section;

(2) the commission will grant an extension of time beyond one year after well
abandonment, if the commission determines that the extension does not threaten public
health or safety or the surface owner's interests, and that the operator does not seek an
extension for purposes of delay; to seek an extension under this paragraph, the operator
must submit an Application for Sundry Approvals (Form 10-403) stating

(A) a request for a specific extension not to exceed one year;

(B) the reason an extension is necessary;

(C) a description of location clearance progress; and

(D) the expiration date of the owner's rights to enter the location.

(d) After the work required under (a) of this section has been completed at a location, the
commission will, in its discretion, conduct an on-site inspection to verify the location
condition at the time of inspection, including the presence of a proper well marker if
above ground, as required under 20 AAC 25.120, and will provide the operator a report
of the inspection.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.172. Offshore location clearance
Statute text
(a) No later than the time that all wells drilled from a fixed offshore platform are
abandoned and the platform is removed or dismantled, the operator shall remove all well
casing to a depth at least one foot below the mudline. The operator shall provide the
commission with verification, using appropriate means approved by the commission, that
the casing has been removed as required. If an agency acting on behalf of the state or
federal government as lessor approves leaving the platform in place after well
abandonment, the commission will accept that approval and waive requirements of this
subsection.

(b) When a well is abandoned from a mobile bottom-founded structure, jack-up rig, or
floating drilling vessel, the operator shall remove the wellhead equipment, casing, piling,
and other obstructions to a depth at least five feet below the mudline before removing the
drill rig, unless otherwise approved by the commission as adequate to protect public
health and safety. The operator shall provide the commission with verification, using
appropriate means approved by the commission, that the requirements of this subsection
have been met.

(c) At or after the time that a well drilled from a location on a beach, artificial island, or
shifting natural island is abandoned, and before the earliest of one year after well
abandonment, the time that the operator stops activities necessary to ensure the integrity
of the location, or the expiration of the owner's rights in the property,

(1) the operator shall remove the wellhead equipment and casing to a depth at least five
feet below the mudline datum; and

(2) unless the operator demonstrates to the commission that the surface owner has
authorized a different disposition to facilitate a genuine beneficial use, the operator shall

(A) remove all materials, supplies, structures, and installations from the location;

(B) remove all loose debris from the location;

(C) fill and grade all pits or close them in another manner approved by the commission as
adequate to protect public health and safety; and

(D) leave the location in a clean and graded condition.

(d) If a well described in (c) of this section is located on state or federal land, and if the
agency acting on behalf of the state or federal government as lessor approves a
disposition different from that required under (c)(2) of this section, the commission will
accept that disposition instead of requiring the operator to comply with (c)(2) of this
section.

(e) If the Department of Natural Resources, as to a state lease, or by the United States
Department of the Interior, as to a federal lease approves a time period beyond one year
after well abandonment for location clearance, the commission will set an identical time
period for compliance with (c) of this section.

(f) After the work required under (c) of this section has been completed at a location, the
commission will, in its discretion, conduct an on-site inspection to verify the location
condition at the time of inspection. If the commission conducts an inspection, the
commission will provide the operator a report of the inspection.

History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
——————————
Article 3
Production Practices
Section
200. Production equipment.
205. Notification of uncontrolled release of oil or gas.
210. Multiple completions of wells.
215. Commingling of production.
225. Potential of gas wells.
228. Production measurement equipment for custody transfer.
230. Measurement, allocation, and reporting of well production.
235. Gas disposition.
240. Gas-oil ratio limitations.
245. Common production facilities.
250. (Repealed).
252. Underground disposal of oil field wastes and underground storage of hydrocarbons.
255. (Repealed).
260. Illegal production.
265. Automatic shut-in equipment.
270. Initial reservoir properties.
275. (Repealed).
280. Workover operations.
285. Secondary well control for tubing workover operations: blowout prevention
equipment requirements.
286. Well control requirements for workstring service operations.
287. Well control requirements for wireline operations.
288. Well control requirements for other service operations.
290. Operations producing hydrogen sulfide.
20 AAC 25.200. Production equipment
Statute text
(a) Surface production equipment must be installed to control, separate, clean, gather,
and carry to the point of custody transfer or other disposition in a safe manner all
produced oil, gas, and water. All equipment must be installed, operated, and maintained
in accordance with good oil field engineering practices.

(b) All equipment must be designed and protected to ensure reliable operation under the
range of weather conditions expected for the specific location.

(c) Wellhead equipment must include appropriate gauges and valves installed on the
tubing, casing-tubing annulus and casing-casing annuli to show surface pressures and to
control the well flow for the range of conditions expected. Other alternatives will, in the
commission's discretion, be approved for subsea completions.

(d) All producing wells capable of unassisted flow must be completed with downhole
production equipment consisting of suitable tubing and a packer that effectively isolate
the tubing-casing annulus from fluids being produced, unless the commission specifically
approves production through the annulus to increase flow rate without jeopardizing
ultimate recovery from the well.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.095
20 AAC 25.205. Notification of uncontrolled release of oil or gas
Statute text
(a) The operator shall immediately notify the commission of any uncontrolled release
exceeding 10 barrels of oil or 1,000 mscf of gas from a well or production handling
operation or any uncontrolled release that results in a shutdown of operations at a
production facility.

(b) Within five days after the release, the operator shall submit a preliminary written
report to the commission, followed by a final written report within 30 days, detailing the
following facts:

(1) the time of the incident;

(2) the location where the incident took place;

(3) the volumes of oil and gas released and recovered;

(4) the cause of the release;

(5) responsive actions taken to prevent additional releases;

(6) plans, actions, equipment, or procedural changes to prevent or minimize the risk of
future releases.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.095
20 AAC 25.210. Multiple completions of wells
Statute text
A well may not be completed in more than one pool without approval of the commission.
The commission will require evidence of complete separation of flowstreams from
separate pools, as ascertained by a pressure test or other acceptable test conducted at the
time the packers are set. Subsequently, if packer leakage is suspected, the commission
will require the operator to provide proof of complete separation of the pools involved in
the completions or make a packer leakage test. At least 24 hours notice must be given so
that the packer leakage test may be witnessed by a representative of the commission.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.215. Commingling of production
Statute text
(a) On the surface, the production from one pool may not be commingled with that from
another pool except if the quantities from each pool are determined by monthly well tests
or by another method of determining pool production approved by the commission.

(b) Commingling of production within the same wellbore from two or more pools is not
permitted unless, after request, notice, and opportunity for public hearing in conformance
with 20 AAC 25.540, the commission

(1) finds that waste will not occur, and that production from separate pools can be
properly allocated; and

(2) issues an order providing for commingling for wells completed from these pools
within the field.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.225. Potential of gas wells
Statute text
All gas wells must be tested by a multi-point back-pressure method before regular
production. The commission will approve alternative test methods if the commission
determines that they provide substantially the same information as the multi-point backpressure method. The test results and calculations must be reported to the commission on
the Gas Well Open Flow Potential Test Report (Form 10-421) within 30 days after the
test.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.228. Production measurement equipment for custody transfer
Statute text
(a) Hydrocarbon production must be measured in accordance with this section before
severance from the property or unit where produced. Crude oil sample collection,
handling, and analysis in connection with production measurement must be performed in
conformance with relevant parts of the API Manual of Petroleum Measurement
Standards, as revised as of November 30, 1998.

(b) Hydrocarbon measurement equipment must be fabricated, installed, and maintained
in conformance with relevant parts of the API Manual of Petroleum Measurement
Standards, as revised as of November 30, 1998.

(c) If a totalizer system is microprocessor-based, it must be equipped with

(1) a backup battery or uninterruptible power supply that provides for operation during
times of system power failures; or

(2) a backup pulse accumulator or other approved equivalent that counts and preserves
meter pulses in the event of a power or computer failure.

(d) If a microprocessor totalizing system is used, the reports of net measured volumes for
the custody transfer intervals must, at a minimum, show the raw or factored pulses,
average temperature, pressure, relative density or gravity, meter factors, correction
factors, and gross standard volumes.

(e) Fluid samplers must be a probe or a slipstream type. The sampler location must be
located in conformance with Chapter 8 of the API Manual of Petroleum Measurement
Standards, as revised as of November 30, 1998.

(f) Functional bypasses may not be connected around custody transfer or sales
measurement equipment such as tanks, meters, gauges, sample containers, or gas meter
runs.

(g) Oil meters must be periodically proved and gas meters must be periodically
calibrated in conformance with relevant parts of the API Manual of Petroleum
Measurement Standards, as revised as of November 30, 1998, and on a schedule
approved by the commission according to the volumes being metered and the need to
quickly detect inaccuracies. In metering operations, the actual throughput or gross
standard volume must be determined by multiplying the indicated volume, corrected for
temperature and pressure, by the meter factor obtained during proving. If a meter factor
differs by more than 0.0025 from the previously obtained meter factor, from the
applicable value on the meter curve, or from a baseline factor in the absence of a meter
curve, the meter must be taken out of service or corrective action performed to bring the
meter factor within the required tolerance.

(h) Provers used for certification of custody transfer meters must be calibrated by the
waterdraw method, master meter method, or other commission-approved equivalent, in
conformance with relevant parts of the API Manual of Petroleum Measurement
Standards, as revised as of November 30, 1998.

(i) The commission will, in its discretion, require at least 24 hours notice before the
following operations so that a representative of the commission can witness the
operation:

(1) calibration of provers used for certification of custody transfer meters;

(2) crude oil sample collection, handling, and analysis in connection with production
measurement;

(3) oil meter proving and volume calculations;

(4) gas meter calibration and volume calculations.

(j) Upon request, the commission will, in its discretion, approve a variance from the
requirements of this section if the variance will result in equal or improved accuracy in
measuring hydrocarbons severed from the property or unit.

(k) In this section, "relevant parts of the API Manual of Petroleum Measurement
Standards" means the API Manual of Petroleum Measurement Standards excluding
Chapter 19 in its entirety and excluding those portions of Chapter 11 other than Chapter
11.1, Volume 1; Chapter 11.1, Volume X; Chapter 11.2.1; Chapter 11.2.2; Addendum to
Section 2.2; and Chapter 11.2.3. The relevant parts of the API Manual of Petroleum
Measurement Standards, as revised as of November 30, 1998, are adopted by reference.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
Editor's note: A copy of the relevant parts of the API Manual of Petroleum Measurement
Standards may be reviewed during business hours at the commission's office and may be
obtained from the American Petroleum Institute, Order Desk, 1220 L Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20005-4070.
20 AAC 25.230. Measurement, allocation, and reporting of well production
Statute text
(a) Production from each well must be measured to determine the quantities of oil, gas,
and water, using equipment and techniques acceptable to the commission as accurate and
reliable. Production from a group of wells, property, or unit may be measured as a whole,
if individual well test facilities and allocation methods acceptable to the commission are
employed to test and allocate production to each well at least monthly.

(b) The volumes of produced gas, oil, and water must be reported monthly for each well
on the Monthly Production Report (Form 10-405) or by an alternate format, including
electronic means, acceptable to the commission. A well must be identified by its API
number and the name designated by the operator under 20 AAC 25.005(f). Production
from a well with multiple well branches must be aggregated and reported under the API
number and well name of the primary wellbore.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.235. Gas disposition
Statute text
(a) For each production facility the operator shall compile and report monthly gas
disposition and acquisition on the Facility Report of Produced Gas Disposition (Form 10422). If a facility's production comes from multiple pools, the operator shall allocate
production between each producing pool as a percentage of the total volume of gas that
the facility handled for the month. The operator shall report gas acquisition or disposition
by category, as follows:

(1) gas sold;

(2) gas reinjected;

(3) gas flared or vented;

(4) gas used for lease operations other than flaring or venting;

(5) natural gas liquids (NGLs) produced;

(6) gas purchased;

(7) gas transferred;

(8) other.

(b) Any release, burning, or escape into the air of gas other than incidental de minimis
venting as authorized under (d)(4) of this section must be reported as flared or vented on
the Facility Report of Produced Gas Disposition (Form 10-422). The operator shall
submit a written supplement for any flaring or venting incident exceeding one hour. The
supplement must describe why the gas was flared or vented, list the beginning and ending
time of the flaring or venting, report the volume of gas flared or vented, and describe
actions taken to comply with (c) of this section.

(c) The operator shall take action in accordance with good oil field engineering practices
and conservation purposes to minimize the volume of gas released, burned, or permitted
to escape into the air.

(d) Gas released, burned, or permitted to escape into the air constitutes waste, except that

(1) flaring or venting gas for a period not exceeding one hour as the result of an
emergency or operational upset is authorized for safety;

(2) flaring or venting gas for a period not exceeding one hour as the result of a planned
lease operation is authorized for safety;

(3) flaring pilot or purge gas to test or fuel the safety flare system is authorized for safety;

(4) de minimis venting of gas incidental to normal oil field operations is authorized;

(5) within 90 days after receipt of the report required under (b) of this section, the
commission will, in its discretion, authorize the flaring or venting of gas for a period
exceeding one hour

(A) if the flaring or venting is necessary for facility operations, repairs, upgrades, or
testing procedures;

(B) if an emergency that threatens life or property requires the flaring or venting, unless
failure to operate in a safe and skillful manner causes the emergency; or

(C) if the flaring or venting is necessary to prevent loss of ultimate recovery;

(6) upon application, the commission will, in its discretion, authorize the flaring or
venting of gas for purposes of testing a well before regular production.

(e) Notwithstanding an authorization under (d) of this section, the commission will, in its
discretion, review flaring or venting of gas and classify as waste any volume of gas flared
or vented in violation of (c) of this section.

(f) Notwithstanding conservation orders that the commission issued before 1/1/95, this
section applies to flaring or venting of gas that occurs on or after 1/1/95.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 1/1/95, Register 132; am
11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.095
AS 31.05.170
20 AAC 25.240. Gas-oil ratio limitations
Statute text
(a) An oil well may not be produced if the gas-oil ratio of the well exceeds the original
solution gas-oil ratio of the crude within the producing pool by more than 100 percent.

(b) Upon written application by an operator, the commission will, in its discretion, waive
the limitation in (a) of this section if

(1) an enhanced recovery project operates in the pool from which the well is producing;

(2) produced gas is being returned to the same pool; or

(3) acquisition of pool performance data is necessary to determine an optimum reservoir
management program.

(c) The commission will, in its discretion, grant exceptions to the limitation in (a) of this
section for conditions other than those specified in (b) of this section only after
application, notice, and an opportunity for public hearing in accordance with 20 AAC
25.540.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.095
20 AAC 25.245. Common production facilities
Statute text
Common facilities may be used to receive the production from any number of wells or
pools if appropriate tankage or other measuring equipment is installed so that production
from each well can be determined by means approved by the commission in accordance
with 20 AAC 25.228.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.250. Disposal of salt water and other wastes
Statute text
Repealed 4/2/86.
20 AAC 25.252. Underground disposal of oil field wastes and underground storage of
hydrocarbons
Statute text
(a) The underground disposal of oil field wastes and the underground storage of
hydrocarbons are prohibited except as ordered by the commission under this section. In
response to a letter of application for injection filed by an operator, the commission will
issue an order authorizing the underground disposal of oil field wastes that the
commission determines are suitable for disposal in a Class II well, as defined in 40
C.F.R. 144.6(b) as revised as of July 1, 1998, which is adopted by reference, or the
underground storage of hydrocarbons. An order authorizing disposal or storage wells
remains valid unless revoked by the commission.

(b) The operator has the burden of demonstrating that the proposed disposal or storage
operation will not allow the movement of oil field wastes or hydrocarbons into sources of
freshwater. Disposal or storage wells must be cased and the casing cemented in a manner
that will isolate the disposal or storage zone and protect oil, gas, and freshwater sources.

(c) An application for underground disposal or storage must include

(1) a plat showing the location of all proposed disposal and storage wells, abandoned or
other unused wells, production wells, dry holes, and any other wells within one-quarter
mile of each proposed disposal or storage well;

(2) a list of all operators and surface owners within a one-quarter mile radius of each
proposed disposal or storage well;

(3) an affidavit showing that the operators and surface owners within a one-quarter mile
radius have been provided a copy of the application for disposal or storage;

(4) the name, description, depth, and thickness of the formation into which fluids are to
be disposed or stored and appropriate geological data on the disposal or storage zone and
confining zones, including lithologic descriptions and geologic names;

(5) logs of the disposal or storage wells, if not already on file, or other similar
information;

(6) a description of the proposed method for demonstrating the mechanical integrity of
the casing and tubing under 20 AAC 25.412 and for demonstrating that fluids will not
move behind casing beyond the approved disposal or storage zone, and a description of

(A) the casing of the disposal or storage wells, if the wells are existing; or

(B) the proposed casing program, if the disposal or storage wells are new;

(7) a statement as to the type of oil field wastes to be disposed or hydrocarbons stored,
their composition, their source, the estimated maximum amounts to be disposed or stored
daily, and the compatibility of fluids to be disposed or stored with the disposal or storage
zone;

(8) the estimated average and maximum injection pressure;

(9) evidence to support a commission finding that the proposed disposal or storage
operation will not initiate or propagate fractures through the confining zones that might
enable the oil field wastes or stored hydrocarbons to enter freshwater strata;

(10) a standard laboratory water analysis, or the results of another method acceptable to
the commission, to determine the quality of the water within the formation into which
disposal or storage is proposed;

(11) a reference to any applicable freshwater exemption issued in accordance with 20
AAC 25.440; and

(12) a report on the mechanical condition of each well that has penetrated the disposal or
storage zone within a one-quarter mile radius of a disposal or storage well.

(d) The mechanical integrity of a disposal or storage well must be demonstrated under 20
AAC 25.412 before disposal or storage operations are begun, after a well workover
affecting mechanical integrity is conducted, and at least once every four years. To
confirm continued mechanical integrity, the operator shall monitor the injection pressure
and rate and the pressure in the casing-tubing annulus during actual disposal or storage
operations. The monitored data must be reported monthly on the Monthly Injection
Report (Form 10-406).

(e) If an injection rate, operating pressure observation, or pressure test indicates pressure
communication or leakage in any casing, tubing, or packer, the operator shall notify the
commission by the next working day and shall implement corrective action or increased
surveillance as the commission requires to ensure protection of freshwater.

(f) The commission will require additional mechanical integrity tests if the commission
considers them prudent for conservation purposes or protection of freshwater.

(g) Modifications of existing or pending disposal or storage operations will be approved
by the commission, in its discretion, under 20 AAC 25.507, upon application containing
sufficient detail to evaluate the proposed modification. No modification will be approved

unless the applicant proves to the commission that the modification will not allow the
movement of fluids into sources of freshwater.

(h) If wells, including freshwater wells or other borings, are located within a one-quarter
mile radius of the disposal or storage well, are a possible means for oil field wastes or
hydrocarbons to move into sources of freshwater, and are under the control of

(1) the operator, the operator shall ensure that the wells are properly repaired, plugged,
or otherwise modified to prevent the movement of oil field wastes or hydrocarbons into
sources of freshwater; or

(2) a person other than the operator, the commission will not issue an order under (a) of
this section to the operator until the operator presents evidence to the commission's
satisfaction that the person who controls the wells has properly repaired, plugged, or
otherwise modified the wells to prevent the movement of oil field wastes or hydrocarbons
into sources of freshwater.

(i) The commission will publish notice of the disposal or storage application and will
provide opportunity for a hearing in accordance with 20 AAC 25.540.

(j) If disposal or storage operations are not begun within 24 months after the approval
date, the injection approval will expire unless an application for extension is approved by
the commission.

(k) The annular disposal of drilling wastes approved under 20 AAC 25.080 is an
operation incidental to drilling a well and is not a disposal operation subject to this
section.

(l) This section does not apply to underground disposal that is regulated under 40 C.F.R.
147.101 by the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.255. Equitable distribution of production

Statute text
Repealed 4/2/86.
20 AAC 25.260. Illegal production
Statute text
No person may produce or transport crude oil or natural gas from a well or pool in Alaska
when in violation of the regulations and orders of the commission.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.265. Automatic shut-in equipment
Statute text
(a) A completed well with an offshore surface location and that is capable of unassisted
flow of hydrocarbons to the surface, must be equipped with a commission-approved

(1) fail-safe automatic surface safety valve (SSV) system capable of preventing an
uncontrolled flow; and

(2) fail-safe automatic surface-controlled subsurface safety valve (SSSV) system capable
of preventing an uncontrolled flow, unless another type of subsurface valve with that
capability is approved by the commission; this valve must be in the tubing string and
located below the mudline datum or, if permafrost is present, below the permafrost.

(b) An operator may demonstrate by a no-flow test that a well is incapable of unassisted
flow of hydrocarbons to the surface. At least 24 hours notice must be given so that a
representative of the commission can witness the test.

(c) The commission will, in its discretion, require an SSV system, an SSSV system, or
both on a well with an onshore surface location, after notice and an opportunity for
hearing in accordance with 20 AAC 25.540.

(d) A representative of the commission shall witness operation and performance tests at
intervals and times as prescribed by the commission to confirm that the SSV system,
SSSV system, and associated equipment are in proper working condition. If an SSV
system, SSSV system, or associated equipment fails the performance test, the system or

associated equipment must be repaired within the time frame specified by the
commission or the well must be shut in.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.095
20 AAC 25.270. Initial reservoir properties
Statute text
(a) The operator shall determine the initial reservoir pressure in each new pool before
regular production. The results must be reported to the commission on a Reservoir
Pressure Report (Form 10-412).

(b) The operator shall obtain fluid samples from each new pool at the time of discovery
or before regular production and determine

(1) the crude oil composition assay;

(2) pressure, volume, and temperature properties of the crude oil; and

(3) the solution or non-associated gas composition assay.

(c) Sampling and analysis must be conducted and reported in accordance with good oil
field engineering practices. Reports must be submitted to the commission within 45 days
following the completion of the determinations required in (b) of this section.

(d) The operator shall determine within three months after discovery of each new oil
pool the original solution gas-oil ratio by a well test conducted in a manner approved by
the commission. The operator shall report the results on the Well Status Report and GasOil Ratio Tests (Form 10-409) within 45 days after the test.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations

Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.275. Reservoir fluid properties
Statute text
Repealed.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; repealed 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Editor's note: Effective 11/7/99, Register 152, the substance of 20 AAC 25.275 was
relocated to 20 AAC 25.270.
20 AAC 25.280. Workover operations
Statute text
(a) An Application for Sundry Approvals (Form 10-403) must be submitted to and
approved by the commission in order to enter a well and conduct one or more of the
following types of well workover operations:

(1) the perforation or reperforation of casing;

(2) stimulation;

(3) the pulling of tubing;

(4) alteration of the casing;

(5) repairs to the well.

(b) The Application for Sundry Approvals must set out

(1) the current condition of the well;

(2) a copy of the proposed program for well work;

(3) unless already on file with the commission, a diagram and description of the well
control equipment to be used, including if applicable a list of the blowout prevention
equipment (BOPE) with specifications;

(4) the maximum downhole pressure that may be encountered, criteria used to determine
it, and the maximum potential surface pressure based on a pressure gradient to surface of
0.1 psi per foot of true vertical depth, unless the commission approves a different
pressure gradient that provides a more accurate means of determining the maximum
potential surface pressure, such as using a stabilized shut-in tubing pressure;

(5) a description of any wellbore fluid to be used for primary well control; and

(6) the current bottom-hole pressure, or, if data setting out the actual pressure are not
available, an estimate of the current bottom-hole pressure.

(c) The operator shall keep records and reports of well workover operations, including
BOPE test results, in conformance with the requirements of 20 AAC 25.070(1).

(d) The operator shall file with the commission, within 30 days after completion of
workover operations, on a Report of Sundry Well Operations (Form 10-404), a complete
record of the work performed and the tests conducted, and a summary of daily well
operations as described in 20 AAC 25.070(3). Upon request, the operator shall file with
the commission a copy of the daily record required by 20 AAC 25.070(1).

(e) Upon application, the commission will, in its discretion, waive the requirements of
this section for wells in a pool for which pool rules have been prescribed under 20 AAC
25.520.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152; am 12/28/2006, Register 180
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.285. Secondary well control for tubing workover operations: blowout
prevention equipment requirements
Statute text
(a) This section applies to workover operations performed with the tree removed. These
operations are also subject to the requirements of 20 AAC 25.527.

(b) The rated working pressure of the BOPE and other well control equipment must
exceed the maximum potential surface pressure to which it may be subjected. If an
approved Application for Sundry Approvals (Form 10-403) is required under 20 AAC
25.280, the commission will specify in that approved application the working pressure
that the equipment must be rated to meet or exceed. However, the rated working pressure
of the annular type preventer need not exceed 5,000 psi.

(c) Well control equipment must include

(1) at least one positive seal manual or hydraulic valve or BOPE blind ram and one set of
BOPE pipe rams flanged to the wellhead;

(2) in rotary drilling rig operations,

(A) for an operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of 3,000 psi or less, at
least three preventers, including

(i) one equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of drill pipe, tubing, liner or casing being
used, except that pipe rams need not be sized to bottom-hole assemblies (BHAs) and drill
collars;

(ii) one with blind rams, except that a subsea BOPE assembly must have blind/shear rams
in place of blind rams; and

(iii) one annular type;

(B) for an operation, other than a casing or liner operation, with a maximum potential
surface pressure of greater than 3,000 psi, at least four preventers, including

(i) two equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of the drill pipe or tubing being used,
except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars;

(ii) one with blind rams, except that a subsea BOPE assembly must have blind/shear rams
in place of blind rams; and

(iii) one annular type; and

(C) for a casing or liner operation, with a maximum potential surface pressure of greater
than 3,000 psi, at least four preventers, including

(i) one equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of the drill pipe or tubing being used,
except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAS and drill collars;

(ii) one equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of casing or liner being used;

(iii) one with blind rams, except that a subsea BOPE assembly must have blind/shear
rams in place of blind rams; and

(iv) one annular type;

(3) in coiled tubing unit operations,

(A) for an operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of 5,000 psi or less,

(i) BOPE rams providing for pipe, slip, cutting, and blinding operations on the coiled
tubing in service;

(ii) a high pressure pack-off, stripper, or annular type preventer;

(iii) if pressure deployment of tools is planned, a riser or lubricator sized to the BHA and
providing for pressure integrity from the BOPE rams to the high pressure pack-off,
stripper, or annular type preventer; and

(iv) at least one preventer equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of the tubing, liner, or
casing being used, except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars;

(B) for an operation, other than a casing or liner operation, with a maximum potential
surface pressure of greater than 5,000 psi,

(i) BOPE rams providing for pipe, slip, cutting, and blinding operations on the coiled
tubing in service;

(ii) two high pressure pack-offs, strippers, or annular type preventers;

(iii) if pressure deployment of tools is planned, a riser or lubricator sized to the BHA and
providing for pressure integrity from the BOPE rams to the high pressure pack-off,
stripper, or annular type preventer; and

(iv) at least two preventers equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of the tubing used,
except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars; and

(C) for a casing or liner operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of greater
than 5,000 psi,

(i) BOPE rams providing for pipe, slip, cutting, and blinding operations on the coiled
tubing in service;

(ii) two high pressure pack-offs, strippers, or annular type preventers;

(iii) if pressure deployment of tools is planned, a riser or lubricator sized to the BHA and
providing for pressure integrity from the BOPE rams to the high pressure pack-off,
stripper, or annular type preventer;

(iv) at least one preventer equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of the tubing being
used, except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars; and

(v) at least one preventer equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of casing or liner being
used;

(4) if a tapered string is used, either an additional set of rams for each size of pipe being
run or a variable ram, except if small diameter tubulars are used to perform a clean-out

operation through a production packer or to clean out a liner where the casing has been
top set;

(5) locking devices on the ram-type preventers;

(6) in rotary drilling rig operations, one complete set of operable remote BOPE controls
on or near the driller's station, in addition to controls on the accumulator system;

(7) in coiled tubing operations, one complete set of operable remote BOPE controls on or
near the operator's station and, if these controls are not in close proximity to the drilling
platform floor, a second annular type preventer closing control located on the drilling
platform floor;

(8) a hydraulic actuating system with

(A) sufficient accumulator capacity to supply 150 percent of the volume necessary to
close all BOPs, except blind rams, while maintaining a minimum pressure of 200 psi
above the required precharge pressure when all BOPs, except blind rams, are closed and
all power sources are shut off; and

(B) an accumulator pump system consisting of two or more pumps with independent
primary and secondary power sources and an accumulator backup system having
sufficient capacity to close all BOPs and to hold them closed;

(9) a kill line and a choke line each connected to a flanged or hubbed outlet on a drilling
spool or on the BOP body with two full-opening valves on each outlet, conforming to the
following specifications:

(A) the outlets must be at least two inches in nominal diameter, except that for rotary
drilling rig operations, if the operation has a maximum potential surface pressure of
greater than 3,000 psi, the nominal diameter of the choke outlets must be at least three
inches;

(B) each valve must be sized at least equal to the required size of the outlet to which it is
attached;

(C) the outer valve on the choke side must be a remotely controlled hydraulic valve;

(D) the inner valve on both the choke and kill sides may not normally be used for
opening or closing on flowing fluid; and

(10) a choke manifold equipped with

(A) two or more adjustable chokes, one of which must be hydraulic and remotely
controlled from near the driller's station if the operation has a maximum potential surface
pressure of greater than 3,000 psi;

(B) a line at least two inches in nominal diameter downstream of each choke;

(C) immediately upstream of each choke, at least one full-opening valve for an operation
with a maximum potential surface pressure of 3,000 psi or less, or at least two fullopening valves for an operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of greater
than 3,000 psi; and

(D) a bypass line, at least two inches in nominal diameter, with at least one full-opening
valve for an operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of 3,000 psi or less, or
at least two full-opening valves for an operation with a maximum potential surface
pressure of greater than 3,000 psi.

(d) The rated working pressure of valves, pipes, rotary hoses, and other fittings,
including all sections of the choke manifold that are subject to full wellhead pressure,
must exceed the maximum potential surface pressure to which they may be subjected and
may not be less than the required working pressure specified for the BOPE in an
approved Application for Sundry Approvals, if any, under 20 AAC 25.280, except that
the rated working pressure of lines downstream of the choke need not exceed 50 percent
of the required working pressure of the BOPE.

(e) Kill and choke lines must

(1) be constructed of rigid steel pipe, fire-resistant rotary hose, or other conduit that has
been approved by the commission as capable of withstanding the temperature and
pressure of an ignited uncontrolled release;

(2) be as straight as practical;

(3) if constructed of rigid steel pipe, use targeted turns where the bend radius is less than
20 times the inside diameter of the pipe;

(4) be secured to prevent excessive whip or vibration;

(5) be sized to prevent excessive erosion or fluid friction; and

(6) be assembled without hammer unions or internally clamped swivel joints, unless the
commission determines that those joints do not compromise the maintenance of well
control.

(f) The BOPE must be tested as follows:

(1) when installed, repaired, or changed, and at least once a week thereafter, BOPE,
including emergency valves and choke manifolds, must be function pressure-tested, using
a non-compressible fluid, to the required working pressure specified in an approved
Application for Sundry Approvals under 20 AAC 25.280 or, if that application is not
required, to the maximum potential surface pressure to which the BOPE may be
subjected, except that an annular type preventer need not be tested to more than 50
percent of its rated working pressure;

(2) if any BOP equipment components have been used for well control or other
equivalent purpose, or when routine use of the equipment may have compromised its
effectiveness, the components used must be function pressure-tested before the next
wellbore entry, using a non-compressible fluid, to the required working pressure
specified in an approved Application for Sundry Approvals under 20 AAC 25.280 or, if
that application is not required, to the maximum potential surface pressure to which that
equipment may be subjected, except that an annular type preventer need not be tested to
more than 50 percent of its rated working pressure;

(3) non-sealing equipment must be function-tested weekly, after a repair or change, and
after an action that disconnects the hydraulic system lines from the BOPE, except that if
the workstring is continuously in the well, function-testing must be performed as soon as
possible after the workstring is pulled out of the well and the BHA clears the BOP;

(4) for each BOPE test during drilling and completion operations, variable bore rams
must be function pressure-tested to the required pressure on the smallest outside diameter
(OD) and largest outside diameter (OD) tubulars that may be used during that test cycle,
except that variable bore rams need not be tested on BHAs and drill collars;

(5) after they are installed in the BOP stack, the rams for casing or liner must be function
pressure-tested to the required pressure before running casing or liner;

(6) BOPE test results must be recorded as part of the daily record required by 20 AAC
25.070(1), and must be provided to the commission, in a format approved by the
commission, within five days after completing the test;

(7) at least 24 hours notice of each BOPE function pressure test must be provided so that
a representative of the commission can witness the test;

(8) the operator shall report to the commission within 24 hours any instance of BOPE use
to prevent the flow of fluids from a well.

(g) In a rotary drilling rig operation, the operator shall have on location a copy of the
approved Application for Sundry Approvals, if that application is required under 20 AAC
25.280, and shall post on the drilling rig floor any geologic hazard information obtained
while drilling the well and a copy of the operator's standing orders specifying well
control procedures. In a coiled tubing operation, the operator shall post in the operator's
cab a copy of the approved Application for Sundry Approvals, if that application is
required under 20 AAC 25.280, any geologic hazard information obtained while drilling
the well, and a copy of the operator's standing orders specifying well control procedures.
If an additional or separate substructure is used in a coiled tubing operation, the operator
shall post a second set of standing orders on the drilling platform floor.

(h) Upon request of the operator, the commission will, in its discretion, approve a
variance from the requirements of this section if the variance provides at least an equally
effective means of ensuring well control.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152; am 12/28/2006, Register 180;
am 7/12/2007, Register 183
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030

20 AAC 25.286. Well control requirements for workstring service operations
Statute text
(a) This section applies to through-tubing operations that are not subject to the
requirements of 20 AAC 25.036 or 20 AAC 25.285, and that are performed with coiled
tubing, small diameter drill pipe, or small diameter tubing. These operations are also
subject to the requirements of 20 AAC 25.527.

(b) The operator shall use a full lubricator system or open hole deployment type system.

(c) The rated working pressure of the blowout prevention equipment (BOPE) and other
well control equipment must exceed the maximum potential surface pressure to which it
may be subjected. If an approved Application for Sundry Approvals (Form 10-403) is
required under 20 AAC 25.280, the commission will specify in that approved application
the working pressure that the equipment must be rated to meet or exceed. However, the
rated working pressure of the annular type preventer need not exceed 5,000 psi.

(d) Well control equipment must include

(1) at least one positive seal manual or hydraulic valve or blind ram flanged to the
wellhead or tree;

(2) in rotary drilling rig operations,

(A) for an operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of 5,000 psi or less, at
least three preventers, including

(i) one equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of drill pipe, tubing, or casing being used,
except that pipe rams need not be sized to bottom-hole assemblies (BHAs) and drill
collars;

(ii) one with blind rams, except that a subsea BOPE assembly must have blind/shear rams
in place of blind rams; and

(iii) one annular type;

(B) for an operation, other than a casing or liner operation, with a maximum potential
surface pressure of greater than 5,000 psi, at least four preventers, including

(i) two equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of the drill pipe or tubing being used,
except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars;

(ii) one with blind rams, except that a subsea BOPE assembly must have blind/shear rams
in place of blind rams; and

(iii) one annular type; and

(C) for a casing or liner operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of greater
than 5,000 psi, at least four preventers, including

(i) one equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of the drill pipe or tubing being used,
except that pipe rams need not be sized to BHAs and drill collars;

(ii) one equipped with pipe rams that fit the size of casing or liner being used;

(iii) one with blind rams, except that a subsea BOPE assembly must have blind/shear
rams in place of blind rams; and

(iv) one annular type;

(3) in coiled tubing unit operations,

(A) for an operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of 5,000 psi or less,

(i) BOPE rams providing for pipe, slip, cutting, and blinding operations on the coiled
tubing in service;

(ii) a high pressure pack-off, stripper, or annular type preventer; and

(iii) if pressure deployment of tools is planned, a riser or lubricator sized to the BHA and
providing for pressure integrity from the BOPE rams to the high pressure pack-off,
stripper, or annular type preventer; and

(B) for an operation with a maximum potential surface pressure of greater than 5,000 psi,

(i) BOPE rams providing for pipe, slip, cutting, and blinding operations on the coiled
tubing in service;

(ii) two high pressure pack-offs, strippers, or annular type preventers; and

(iii) if pressure deployment of tools is planned, a riser or lubricator sized to the BHA and
providing for pressure integrity from the BOPE rams to the high pressure pack-off,
stripper, or annular type preventer;

(4) a hydraulic actuating system with

(A) sufficient accumulator capacity to supply 150 percent of the volume necessary to
close all BOPs, except blind rams, while maintaining a minimum pressure of 200 psi
above the required precharge pressure when all BOPs, except blind rams, are closed, and
all power sources are shut off; and

(B) an accumulator pump system;

(5) locking devices on the ram-type preventers;

(6) in rotary drilling rig operations, one complete set of operable remote BOPE controls
on or near the driller's station, in addition to controls on the accumulator system;

(7) in coiled tubing operations, one complete set of operable remote BOPE controls on or
near the operator's station and, if these controls are not in close proximity to the drilling
platform floor, a second annular type preventer closing control located on the drilling
platform floor; and

(8) a kill line capable of being attached with flanged or hubbed connections to the BOP
body, drilling spool, tree, wellhead, or other well control equipment.

(e) The operator shall test the BOPE assembly as follows:

(1) at least once a week, and after each repair, change, or use for well control or other
equivalent purpose, or when routine use of the equipment may have compromised its
effectiveness, BOP equipment must be function pressure-tested, using a noncompressible fluid, to the required working pressure specified in an approved Application
for Sundry Approvals under 20 AAC 25.280 or, if that application is not required, to the
maximum potential surface pressure to which they may be subjected, except that the
annular type preventer need not be tested to more than 50 percent of its rated working
pressure;

(2) after each installation of BOPE or other well control equipment, the equipment must
be pressure-tested, before wellbore entry, to the maximum potential wellhead pressure to
which it may be subjected, except that when testing against the annular type preventer,
pressure testing need not exceed 50 percent of the rated working pressure of the annular
type preventer;

(3) non-sealing equipment must be function-tested weekly, after a repair or change, and
after an action that disconnects the hydraulic system lines from the BOPE, except that if
the workstring is continuously in the well, function-testing must be performed as soon as
possible after the workstring is pulled out of the well and the BHA clears the BOP;

(4) after each well installation of the BOPE, the BOPE hydraulic connections to the rams
must be visually verified before wellbore entry;

(5) for each BOPE test during drilling and completion operations, variable bore rams
must be function pressure-tested to the required pressure on the smallest outside diameter
(OD) and largest outside diameter (OD) tubulars that may be used during that test cycle,
except that variable bore rams need not be tested on BHAs and drill collars;

(6) BOPE test results must be recorded as part of the daily record required by 20 AAC
25.070(1), and must be provided to the commission, in a format approved by the
commission, within five days after completing the test;

(7) at least 24 hours notice of each BOPE function pressure test must be provided so that
a representative of the commission can witness the test;

(8) the operator shall report to the commission within 24 hours any instance of BOPE use
to prevent the flow of fluids from a well.

(f) In a rotary drilling rig operation, the operator shall have on location a copy of the
approved Application for Sundry Approvals, if that application is required under 20 AAC
25.280, and shall post on the drilling rig floor any geologic hazard information obtained
while drilling the well and a copy of the operator's standing orders specifying well
control procedures. In a coiled tubing operation, the operator shall post in the operator's
cab a copy of the approved Application for Sundry Approvals, if that application is
required under 20 AAC 25.280, any geologic hazard information obtained while drilling
the well, and a copy of the operator's standing orders specifying well control procedures.
If an additional or separate substructure is used in a coiled tubing operation, the operator
shall post a second set of standing orders on the drilling platform floor.

(g) Upon request of the operator, the commission will, in its discretion, approve a
variance from the requirements of this section if the variance provides at least an equally
effective means of well control.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152; am 12/28/2006, Register 180
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.287. Well control requirements for wireline operations
Statute text
(a) This section applies to workover or service operations performed with slickline or
conductor line with the tree in place. These operations are also subject to the
requirements of 20 AAC 25.527.

(b) Well control equipment must include

(1) a set of wireline rams suitable or sized for each diameter of wire passing through the
wireline valve;

(2) a lubricator or pressure deployment system; and

(3) a high pressure pack-off, stripper, or greasehead with linewiper, stripper, or pack-off.

(c) The rated working pressure of the well control equipment must exceed the maximum
potential surface pressure to which it may be subjected. If an approved Application for
Sundry Approvals (Form 10-403) is required under 20 AAC 25.280, the commission will
specify in that approved application the working pressure that the equipment must be
rated to meet or exceed. However, the rated working pressure of an annular type
preventer need not exceed 5,000 psi.

(d) The operator shall test the well control equipment as follows:

(1) at least once a week, equipment must be function pressure-tested, using a noncompressible fluid, to the required working pressure specified in an approved Application
for Sundry Approvals under 20 AAC 25.280 or, if that application is not required, to the
maximum potential surface pressure to which that equipment may be subjected;

(2) after each installation of the well control equipment, that equipment must be pressuretested, before wellbore entry, to the maximum potential wellhead pressure to which that
equipment may be subjected;

(3) if the wireline valve rams have been used, repaired or changed, the wireline rams
must be closed and function pressure-tested before wellbore entry, using a noncompressible fluid, to the required working pressure specified in an approved Application
for Sundry Approvals under 20 AAC 25.280 or, if that application is not required, to the
maximum potential surface pressure to which they may be subjected.

(e) The operator shall post in the operator's cab a copy of the approved Application for
Sundry Approvals, if that application is required under 20 AAC 25.280, any geologic
hazard information obtained while drilling the well, and a copy of the operator's standing
orders specifying well control procedures.

(f) Upon request of the operator, the commission will, in its discretion, approve a
variance from the requirements of this section if the variance provides at least an equally
effective means of well control.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152

Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.288. Well control requirements for other service operations
Statute text
For downhole service operations not covered by 20 AAC 25.285 - 20 AAC 25.287, the
commission will approve alternate well control procedures and equipment, if the
commission determines that the alternate procedures and equipment are adequate to
ensure well control.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.290. Operations producing hydrogen sulfide
Statute text
An operator of a well or pool that produces hydrogen sulfide gas shall install, operate,
and maintain surface production equipment in conformance with API RP 55,
Recommended Practices for Oil and Gas Producing and Gas Processing Plant Operations
Involving Hydrogen Sulfide, 2d edition, February 15, 1995, which is adopted by
reference.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
Editor's note: A copy of the American Petroleum Institute recommended practices
referred to in 20 AAC 25.290 may be reviewed during business hours at the commission's
office and may be obtained from the American Petroleum Institute, Order Desk, 1220 L
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005-4070, or if not available from the American
Petroleum Institute, may be obtained from Global Engineering Documents, 15 Inverness
Way East, Englewood, CO 80150.
——————————
Article 4
Reports
Section
300. Request for additional information.

310. Books and records.
320. Filing of forms.
20 AAC 25.300. Request for additional information
Statute text
This chapter does not limit or restrict the authority of the commission to require the
furnishing of those additional reports, data, or other information relative to drilling,
production, transportation, storage, or handling of oil or gas and relative to injection
operations on oil and gas properties and units in the state, as the commission considers to
be necessary or desirable, either generally or specifically, for the prevention of waste, the
protection of correlative rights, the prevention of fluid movement into freshwater sources,
and the conservation of natural resources.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.095
20 AAC 25.310. Books and records
Statute text
Operators of oil and gas properties and units within the state shall make and maintain, for
a period of not less than five years, books and records necessary to make and substantiate
the reports required by this chapter.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.320. Filing of forms
Statute text
(a) If this chapter requires a form to be filed or submitted, one originally signed,
commission-furnished form must be submitted to the commission with the required
number of copies indicated on each form. A computer-generated form may be submitted
in place of the form furnished by the commission if the computer-generated form
contains the same required information and has been approved for format by the
commission.

(b) Forms required by this chapter will be furnished by the commission upon request and
will be revised at the discretion of the commission.

History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
——————————
Article 5
Enhanced Recovery
Section
402. Enhanced recovery operations.
410. (Repealed).
412. Casing, cementing, and tubing of injection wells for enhanced recovery, disposal,
and storage.
420. Notice of commencement and discontinuance of injection operations.
430. Enhanced recovery records.
432. Report of underground injection.
440. Freshwater aquifer exemption.
450. Underground injection control variances.
460. Area injection orders.
20 AAC 25.402. Enhanced recovery operations
Statute text
(a) Enhanced recovery operations involving the introduction of extraneous forms of
energy into a pool by injection are prohibited, except as ordered by the commission under
this section. In response to an application for injection filed by an operator, and upon the
commission's determination that the requirements of this section and 20 AAC 25.412 are
met, the commission will issue an order authorizing the injection of fluids that function
primarily to enhance recovery of oil and gas and that are appropriate for enhanced
recovery. Except as provided in (i) of this section, an order authorizing injection for an
enhanced recovery project remains valid unless revoked by the commission.

(b) The operator has the burden of demonstrating that the proposed operation will not
allow the movement of fluid into sources of freshwater. Injection wells must be cased, the
casing cemented, and the wells operated in a manner that will isolate the injection zone
and protect oil, gas, and freshwater. If wells, including freshwater, wells and other
borings, are located within a one-quarter mile radius of an injection well, are a possible
means for fluids to move into sources of freshwater and are under the control of

(1) the operator, the operator shall ensure that the wells are properly repaired, plugged, or
otherwise modified to prevent the movement of fluids into sources of freshwater; or

(2) a person other than the operator, the commission will not issue an order under (a) of
this section until the operator presents evidence to the commission's satisfaction that the
person who controls the wells has properly repaired, plugged, or otherwise modified the
wells to prevent the movement of fluids into sources of freshwater.

(c) An application for injection must include

(1) a plat showing the location of each proposed injection well, abandoned or other
unused well, production well, dry hole, and other well within one-quarter mile of each
proposed injection well;

(2) a list of all operators and surface owners within a one-quarter mile radius of each
proposed injection well;

(3) an affidavit showing that the operators and surface owners within a one-quarter mile
radius have been provided a copy of the application for injection;

(4) a full description of the particular operation for which approval is requested;

(5) the names, descriptions, and depths of the pools to be affected;

(6) the name, description, depth, and thickness of the formation into which fluids are to
be injected, and appropriate geological data on the injection zone and confining zone,
including lithologic descriptions and geologic names;

(7) logs of the injection wells if not already on file with the commission;

(8) a description of the proposed method for demonstrating mechanical integrity of the
casing and tubing under 20 AAC 25.412 and for demonstrating that no fluids will move
behind casing beyond the approved injection zone, and a description of

(A) the casing of the injection wells if the wells are existing; or

(B) the proposed casing program, if the injection wells are new;

(9) a statement of the type of fluid to be injected, the fluid's composition, the fluid's
source, the estimated maximum amounts to be injected daily, and the fluid's compatibility
with the injection zone;

(10) the estimated average and maximum injection pressure;

(11) evidence to support a commission finding that each proposed injection well will not
initiate or propagate fractures through the confining zones that might enable the injection
fluid or formation fluid to enter freshwater strata;

(12) a standard laboratory water analysis, or the results of another method acceptable to
the commission, to determine the quality of the water within the formation into which
fluid injection is proposed;

(13) a reference to any applicable freshwater exemption issued under 20 AAC 25.440;

(14) the expected incremental increase in ultimate hydrocarbon recovery; and

(15) a report on the mechanical condition of each well that has penetrated the injection
zone within a one-quarter mile radius of a proposed injection well.

(d) The commission will publish notice of the enhanced recovery application and
provide the opportunity for a hearing in accordance with 20 AAC 25.540.

(e) The mechanical integrity of an injection well must be demonstrated under 20 AAC
25.412 before injection is begun and after a well workover affecting mechanical integrity
is conducted. To confirm continued mechanical integrity, the operator shall monitor the
injection pressure and rate and the pressure in the casing-tubing annulus during actual
injection. The monitored data must be reported monthly on the Monthly Injection Report
(Form 10-406).

(f) If an injection rate, operating pressure observation, or pressure test indicates pressure
communication or leakage in any casing, tubing, or packer, the operator shall notify the
commission by the next working day and shall implement corrective action or increased
surveillance as the commission requires to ensure protection of freshwater.

(g) The commission will require additional mechanical integrity tests, if the commission
considers them prudent for conservation purposes or protection of freshwater.

(h) The commission will, in its discretion, approve a modification to an existing or
pending injection operation under 20 AAC 25.507, if the applicant proves to the
commission, upon application containing sufficient detail for the commission to evaluate
the proposed modification, that the modification will not allow the movement of fluids
into sources of freshwater.

(i) If injection operations are not begun within 24 months after the date of the order
authorizing enhanced recovery, that order expires unless a letter of application for
extension is approved by the commission.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.410. Injection wells
Statute text
Repealed 4/2/86.
20 AAC 25.412. Casing, cementing, and tubing of injection wells for enhanced recovery,
disposal, and storage
Statute text
(a) A well used for injection must be cased and cemented in accordance with 20 AAC
25.030 to prevent leakage into oil, gas, or freshwater sources.

(b) A well used for injection must be equipped with tubing and a packer, or with other
equipment that isolates pressure to the injection interval, unless the commission approves
the operator's use of alternate means to ensure that injection of fluid is limited to the
injection zone. The minimum burst pressure of the tubing must exceed the maximum
surface injection pressure by at least 25 percent. The packer must be placed within 200
feet measured depth above the top of the perforations, unless the commission approves a
different placement depth as the commission considers appropriate given the thickness
and depth of the confining zone.

(c) Before injection begins, a well must be pressure-tested to demonstrate the mechanical
integrity of the tubing and packer and of the casing immediately surrounding the
injection tubing string. The casing must be tested at a surface pressure of 1,500 psig or at
a surface pressure of 0.25 psi/ft multiplied by the true vertical depth of the casing shoe,
whichever is greater, but the casing may not be subjected to a hoop stress that will exceed
70 percent of the minimum yield strength of the casing. The test pressure must show
stabilizing pressure and may not decline more than 10 percent within 30 minutes.

(d) The operator shall provide a cement quality log or other well data approved by the
commission to demonstrate isolation of the injected fluids to the approved interval.

(e) At least 24 hours notice of a pressure test required by (c) of this section must be
given so that a representative of the commission can witness the test.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.420. Notice of commencement and discontinuance of injection operations
Statute text
(a) At least 10 days before beginning an injection operation or program, the operator
shall notify the commission of the intended injection date.

(b) Within 10 days after discontinuing an injection operation or program, the operator
shall notify the commission of the date of discontinuance and the reasons for it.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.430. Enhanced recovery records
Statute text
Each operator shall keep accurate records showing volumes of fluids produced, injected
volumes, reservoir pressures, and injection pressures, by well and pool. Each operator
shall retain these records for five years. The commission will, in its discretion, specify
retention of these records for a longer time period. Upon reasonable notice, the
commission must be given full access during normal business hours to all records.

History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.432. Report of underground injection
Statute text
An operator that injects fluids into subsurface strata through a service well for any
purpose, other than fracturing, acidizing, or other similar treatment, shall file with the
commission

(1) monthly reports that show all injected volumes and other data, by well and pool, as
required by the commission on the Monthly Injection Report (Form 10-406) and, if
applicable, the Facility Report of Produced Gas Disposition (Form 10-422); and

(2) an annual report that shows annual and total cumulative volumes injected and
produced and other data, for each pool or injection project area within the pool, as
required by the commission on the Annual Report of Injection Projects (Form 10-413);
the annual report must be submitted by April 1 unless pool rules established under 20
AAC 25.520 require the report to be included with a pool-specific annual surveillance
report.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.440. Freshwater aquifer exemption
Statute text
(a) Upon receipt of a letter of application, and in accordance with (b) of this section, the
commission will, in its discretion, issue an order designating a freshwater aquifer or
portion of it as an exempt freshwater aquifer, if the freshwater aquifer meets the
following criteria:

(1) it does not currently serve as a source of drinking water, and it cannot now and will
not in the future serve as a source of drinking water because

(A) it is hydrocarbon-producing or can be demonstrated by the applicant to contain
hydrocarbons that, considering their quantity and location, are expected to be
commercially producible;

(B) it is situated at a depth or location that makes recovery of water for drinking water
purposes economically or technologically impractical; or

(C) it is so contaminated that recovery of water for drinking water purposes is
economically or technologically impractical; or

(2) the total dissolved solids content of the ground water is more than 3,000 and less than
10,000 mg/l, and it is not reasonably expected to supply a public water system.

(b) To apply for exemption of a freshwater aquifer, an operator shall submit to the
commission a letter of application that includes sufficient data to justify the proposal,
including data to substantiate that the criteria in (a) of this section are met. The
commission will provide 15 days legal notice and the opportunity for a public hearing on
the matter in accordance with 20 AAC 25.540.

(c) Freshwater aquifers within the state that, as of June 19, 1986, are designated as
exempt aquifers by the United States Environmental Protection Agency under 40 C.F.R.
147.102 are accepted as exempt aquifers by the commission.

(d) A commission order designating a freshwater aquifer or a portion of it as an exempt
freshwater aquifer is not effective with respect to underground disposal or storage
operations subject to 20 AAC 25.252 or injection operations subject to 20 AAC 25.402
until the United States Environmental Protection Agency has been provided the
opportunity to review the order under 40 C.F.R. 144.7(b)(3) and has

(1) approved the order, if it was issued under (a)(1) of this section; or

(2) has allowed the applicable time period within which to disapprove the order to expire
without acting on it, if the order was issued under (a)(2) of this section.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations

Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.450. Underground injection control variances
Statute text
(a) If injection does not occur into, through, or above freshwater, the commission will,
authorize requirements for a well or project that are less stringent than the requirements
in this chapter for the radius of investigation established under 20 AAC 25.252(h) or 20
AAC 25.402(b), casing and cementing, the tubing and packer mechanical integrity,
operation, monitoring, and reporting, to the extent that the commission determines that
the reduction in requirements will not result in an increased risk of movement of fluids
into freshwater.

(b) At the discretion of the commission, pilot projects for enhanced recovery using a
technology not proved feasible under the conditions in which it is being tested may be
operated with less stringent requirements for well construction, operation, monitoring,
and reporting, if the project will not result in an increased risk of fluid movement into
freshwater sources.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.460. Area injection orders
Statute text
(a) Upon application under this section and subject to the provisions of 20 AAC 25.252
or 20 AAC 25.402, as applicable, the commission will, in its discretion, after notice and
opportunity for public hearing in accordance with 20 AAC 25.540, issue an order
permitting the underground injection of fluids on an area basis, rather than for each well
individually, if the wells are

(1) described and identified by location in the application if they are existing wells,
except that the commission will, in its discretion, accept a single description of wells with
substantially the same characteristics;

(2) within the same field, facility site, reservoir, project, or similar area;

(3) operated by a single operator; and

(4) repealed 11/7/99.

(b) In the area injection order, the commission will specify

(1) the area and strata within which underground injections are authorized; and

(2) the requirements for drilling, completing, operating, monitoring, reporting, and
abandoning all wells authorized by the order.

(c) In the area injection order, the commission will, in its discretion, authorize the
operator to drill, complete, and operate, to convert, or to plug and abandon wells within
the area if

(1) the operator files with the commission an application for a Permit to Drill (Form 10401) or an Application for Sundry Approvals (Form 10-403), as appropriate, for
commission approval before the operator starts work; and

(2) the cumulative effects of drilling and operating additional injection wells are
considered by the commission during evaluation of the area injection order application
and are acceptable to the commission.

(d) If the commission determines that a well drilled and operated under an area injection
order does not satisfy all of the requirements of this section or an order issued under this
section, the commission will take enforcement action to ensure compliance.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
——————————
Article 6
General Provisions
Section
505. Scope of regulations.
507. Change of an approved program.

510. Commission seal.
515. United States government land.
517. Plan of reservoir development and operation.
518. Agreements integrating interests.
520. Field and pool regulation and classification.
525. (Repealed).
526. Conduct of operations.
527. General well control requirements for drilling, completion, workover, and service
operations.
528. Open pit storage of oil.
530. Cooperative agreements with other parties.
534. Tests, surveys, and inspections.
535. Enforcement.
536. (Repealed).
537. Public and confidential information.
538. (Repealed).
539. Emergency action.
540. Hearings.
545. Public mailing lists.
550. Oaths.
555. (Repealed).
556. Orders.
557. Subpoenas.
560. Time.
565. Plans submitted under AS 31.05.030(i).
570. (Repealed).
605. Calculation of regulatory cost charges.
610. Estimated regulatory cost charges.
615. Commission's determination of regulatory cost charges.
620. Payment dates for regulatory cost charges.
625. Supplemental appropriations.
630. Violations.
20 AAC 25.505. Scope of regulations
Statute text
(a) This chapter generally consists of statewide regulations which apply to all wells,
pools, fields, and oil and gas properties, unless the commission, in its discretion, issues an
order in conformance with 20 AAC 25.540.

(b) An order issued in conformance with 20 AAC 25.540 prevails over this chapter
except for those regulations which govern underground injection and the protection of
freshwater.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97

Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.060
AS 31.05.100
20 AAC 25.507. Change of an approved program
Statute text
(a) Except as otherwise provided by 20 AAC 25.015, if an operator desires to make a
substantive change in a program or activity for which commission approval is required
and has been obtained under AS 31.05 or this chapter, complete details of the well's
current condition and the proposed change must be submitted to the commission with an
Application for Sundry Approvals (Form 10-403). A change to an approved program or
activity may not be undertaken without commission approval. The commission will
condition its approval as the commission considers necessary or appropriate to ensure
compliance with the standards on which the original approval was based.

(b) If operational necessity requires prompt action, oral approval of a change may be
obtained from the commission. The required Application for Sundry Approvals must be
submitted within three days for final approval by the commission. That application must
set out the name of the person who provided approval and the date of the oral approval.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.095
20 AAC 25.510. Commission seal
Statute text
(a) Repealed 11/7/99.

(b) Repealed 11/7/99.

(c) The official seal of the commission is reproduced below.
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History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.017
AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.515. United States government land
Statute text
A person, including a federal agency, drilling for or producing oil or gas or conducting
underground injection activities related to the recovery and production of oil or gas on
federal land subject to the state's police powers shall comply with all applicable
regulations and orders of the commission.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: 31.05.027
AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.517. Plan of reservoir development and operation
Statute text
(a) Before commencement of regular production from an oil or gas pool, the operator
shall submit to the commission a plan of reservoir development and operation for the
pool or the portion of the pool for which development is contemplated by the operator.

(b) Unless otherwise ordered by the commission, the operator shall submit to the
commission annual progress reports under the plan of reservoir development and
operation. Any amendments and updates to the plan also must be submitted at least
annually.

(c) The plan of reservoir development and operation must provide for

(1) the prevention of waste;

(2) the protection of correlative rights; and

(3) a greater ultimate recovery of oil and gas.

History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.518. Agreements integrating interests
Statute text
A voluntary agreement for the purpose of integrating interests under AS 31.05.110(a)
must be filed with the commission no later than 30 days after that agreement is executed.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.110
20 AAC 25.520. Field and pool regulation and classification
Statute text
(a) Upon the motion of the commission, or the request of an affected owner or operator
at any time after the discovery of oil or gas in a field or pool, the commission will hold a
hearing in accordance with 20 AAC 25.540, and the commission will issue an order,
based upon the evidence presented, classifying the pool as an oil or gas pool in a field and
prescribing rules to govern the proposed development and operation of the pool. In the
pool order, the commission will establish requirements

(1) that the commission considers necessary to prevent waste, protect freshwater, protect
correlative rights, and ensure a greater ultimate recovery of oil and gas; and

(2) based on the operating and technical data presented.

(b) The commission will, in its discretion, amend pool orders in accordance with the
procedures set forth in 20 AAC 25.540.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030

AS 31.25.050
AS 31.05.060
AS 31.05.095
AS 31.05.100
20 AAC 25.525. Forms upon request
Statute text
Repealed 4/2/86.
20 AAC 25.526. Conduct of operations
Statute text
An operator shall carry on all operations and maintain the property at all times in a safe
and skillful manner in accordance with good oil field engineering practices and having
due regard for the preservation and conservation of the property and protection of
freshwater.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.095
20 AAC 25.527. General well control requirements for drilling, completion, workover,
and service operations
Statute text
(a) This section applies to all well drilling, completion, workover, and service
operations. The requirements of this section are in addition to the applicable requirements
of 20 AAC 25.033 - 20 AAC 25.037 and 20 AAC 25.285 - 20 AAC 25.288.

(b) Equipment must be in good operating condition at all times and must be protected to
ensure reliable operation under the range of weather conditions that may be encountered
at the well site.

(c) Well control equipment and fluids must be installed, used, maintained, and tested in a
manner that ensures well control and, except as otherwise provided in this chapter, that
conforms with the applicable provisions of the following documents, which are adopted
by reference:

(1) API RP 5C7, Recommended Practice for Coiled Tubing Operations in Oil and Gas
Well Services, 1st edition, December 1996;

(2) API RP 13B-1, Recommended Practice Standard Procedure for Field Testing WaterBased Drilling Fluids, 2d edition, September 1997;

(3) API RP 13B-2, Recommended Practice Standard Procedure for Field Testing OilBased Drilling Fluids, 3d edition, February 1998;

(4) API RP 49, Recommended Practices for Safe Drilling of Wells Containing Hydrogen
Sulfide, 2d edition, April 15, 1987;

(5) API RP 53, Recommended Practices for Blowout Prevention Equipment Systems for
Drilling Wells, 3d edition, March 1997;

(6) API RP 57, Recommended Practices for Offshore Well Completion, Servicing,
Workover, and Plug and Abandonment Operations, 1st edition, January 15, 1986;

(7) API RP 64, Recommended Practices for Diverter Systems Equipment and Operations,
1st edition, July 1, 1991;

(8) API RP 68, Recommended Practice for Oil and Gas Well Servicing and Workover
Operations Involving Hydrogen Sulfide, 1st edition, January 1998.

(d) A toolpusher, driller or functional equivalent, or person-in-charge who participates in
drilling operations or in workover operations involving the installation or removal of
jointed tubulars must have received formal well control training sufficient to ensure the
competent performance of the person's well control duties. The commission will
recognize training and certification in a drilling well control curriculum by any of the
following entities as meeting the requirements of this subsection:

(1) United States Department of the Interior, Minerals Management Service;

(2) International Association of Drilling Contractors;

(3) International Well Control Forum;

(4) International Alliance for Well Control.

(e) The persons-in-charge on a drill rig floor must have the authority and responsibility
to shut in the well if it starts to flow.

(f) The operator shall keep records and reports of well drilling, workover, and repair
operations, including BOPE test results, in accordance with 20 AAC 25.070(1) or, in the
case of wireline work or other service operations, in the daily work log, which must be
made available to the commission upon request.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152; am 4/6/2003, Register 166
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
Editor's note: Copies of the American Petroleum Institute recommended practices
referred to in 20 AAC 25.527 may be reviewed during business hours at the commission's
office and may be obtained from the American Petroleum Institute, Order Desk, 1220 L
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005-4070, or if not available from the American
Petroleum Institute, may be obtained from Global Engineering Documents, 15 Inverness
Way East, Englewood, CO 80150.
20 AAC 25.528. Open pit storage of oil
Statute text
An operator may not, except during an emergency, store or retain crude oil in an open
earthen confinement or in an open receptacle.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.095
20 AAC 25.530. Cooperative agreements with other parties
Statute text
The commission will, in its discretion, from time to time enter into agreements with state
and federal agencies, industry committees, or individuals, with respect to special projects,

services, and studies relating to underground fluid injection and the conservation of oil
and gas. If an agreement requires the commission to use procedures not covered in this
chapter, the procedures necessary to carry out the intent of the agreement will be
formulated and made available at the office of the commission after public notice and
opportunity for public comment, in accordance with 20 AAC 25.540.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
20 AAC 25.534. Tests, surveys, and inspections
Statute text
(a) As the commission considers necessary or advisable to carry out the purposes of AS
31.05 (Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Act) and this chapter, the commission will
require that tests or surveys be made to determine the

(1) quality of oil and gas produced;

(2) formation, casing, tubing, or other pressures;

(3) existence of any waste of oil, gas, or reservoir energy; or

(4) risk of fluid movement into freshwater.

(b) The commission will, in its discretion, exercise its statutory power to enter and
conduct on-site investigations and inspections at reasonable times of facilities,
equipment, practices, records, or operations for the purpose of ensuring compliance with
the requirements of this chapter.
History
History: Eff. 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.095
20 AAC 25.535. Enforcement

Statute text
(a) If the commission, as the result of an investigation or otherwise, considers that a
person may have violated or failed to comply with a provision of AS 31.05, this chapter,
or a commission order, permit, or other approval, the commission will, in its discretion,
take enforcement action under this section against the person.

(b) If the commission proposes to take enforcement action under this section against a
person, the commission will send the person a written notification by personal service or
by certified mail, return receipt requested. The commission's written notification to the
person will

(1) state the nature of the apparent violation or noncompliance;

(2) summarize the reasons why the commission considers a violation or noncompliance
to have occurred;

(3) state the action that the commission proposes to take under (e) of this section; and

(4) inform the person of the person's rights and liabilities under (c) - (e) of this section.

(c) Within 15 days after receipt of a notification under (b) of this section, a person may
file with the commission a written response that concurs in whole or in part with a
proposed commission action, requests informal review, or requests a hearing under 20
AAC 25.540. The commission will, in its discretion, extend the 15-day response period
for good cause shown. If a person fails to file a timely written response, the commission
will consider the person to have accepted the proposed commission action by default. If a
person requests a hearing, the commission will schedule a hearing under 20 AAC 25.540.

(d) If a person requests informal review under (c) of this section, the commission will
provide an opportunity for the person to submit documentary material and make a written
or oral statement. The commission will then issue a proposed decision or order. A
proposed decision or order becomes final 11 days after it is issued unless within 10 days
after it is issued the person files a written request for a hearing, in which case the
proposed decision or order is of no effect. If the person requests a hearing, the
commission will schedule a hearing under 20 AAC 25.540.

(e) If a person concurs in a proposed action under (c) of this section, or after an informal
review or a hearing under (c) or (d) of this section, and if the commission finds that a

person has violated or failed to comply with a provision of AS 31.05, this chapter, or a
commission order, permit, or other approval, the commission will, in its discretion, order
one or more of the following, as it determines to be applicable:

(1) corrective action or remedial work;

(2) revocation or suspension of a permit or other approval;

(3) payment under the bond required by 20 AAC 25.025;

(4) imposition of penalties under AS 31.05.150.

(f) The commission's action under (e) of this section after an informal review or a
hearing is not limited to what the commission proposed under (b)(3) of this section, if the
person has reasonable notice and opportunity to be heard as to the commission's action.

(g) An action by the commission under this section is in addition to any action the
commission may take under AS 31.05.160.

(h) If an apparent violation or noncompliance described in a notification under (b)(1) of
this section relates to the underground disposal of oil field wastes or the underground
storage of liquid hydrocarbons requiring commission authorization under 20 AAC 25.252
or relates to the injection of fluids requiring commission authorization under 20 AAC
25.402 or 20 AAC 25.460, a person with an interest that is or may be adversely affected
may intervene in proceedings under this section.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.040
AS 31.05.050
AS 31.05.060
AS 31.05.095
AS 31.05.150
20 AAC 25.536. Geologic data and logs

Statute text
Repealed 4/2/86.
20 AAC 25.537. Public and confidential information
Statute text
(a) The commission will routinely make available to the public, by means of records or
reports, in its offices or elsewhere, or by means of regular publication, the following
information:

(1) surface and proposed bottom-hole locations of each well after approval of the Permit
to Drill (Form 10-401);

(2) total depth, bottom-hole location and well status after the Well Completion or
Recompletion Report and Log (Form 10-407) is filed;

(3) regular production data and regular production reports, as required to be filed by the
operator each month;

(4) injection data and injection reports, as required to be filed by the operator each month;
and

(5) all data filed on a well as required by this chapter upon expiration of the confidential
period described in (d) of this section.

(b) Engineering, geologic, geophysical, and other commercial information not required
by this chapter, but voluntarily filed with the commission will be kept confidential if the
person filing the information so requests. This subsection does not apply to information
submitted in a public hearing under 20 AAC 25.540.

(c) In this section, "well status" means the classification of a well as oil, gas, service,
suspended, shut-in, or abandoned.

(d) Except as provided by (a) of this section, the reports and information required by this
chapter to be filed by the operator will be kept confidential by the commission for 24
months following the 30-day filing period after well completion, suspension, or
abandonment unless the operator gives written and unrestricted permission to release all
of the reports and information at an earlier date. Upon notification that the commissioner

of the Department of Natural Resources has made a finding that the required reports and
information from a well contain significant information relating to the valuation of
unleased land in the same vicinity, the commission will hold the reports and information
confidential beyond the 24-month period and until notified by the commissioner of the
Department of Natural Resources to release the reports and information.

(e) Notwithstanding (b) or (d) of this section, any information obtained or used by the
commission in the administration of its program under 42 U.S.C. 300h-4 (Safe Drinking
Water Act of 1974, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 300f - 300j)

(1) will be made available to the public unless the material has been claimed confidential
and has been determined by the commission to be entitled to confidential treatment;
claims of confidentiality will be denied for the following:

(A) the name and address of any applicant for underground injection of fluids, and

(B) information that deals with the existence, absence, or level of contaminants in
freshwater;

(2) will be made available to the United States Environmental Protection Agency upon
request; if the information has been submitted to the commission under claim of
confidentiality, the commission will submit that claim to the United States Environmental
Protection Agency when providing the information.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.035
20 AAC 25.538. Naming of fields and pools
Statute text
Repealed 4/2/86.
20 AAC 25.539. Emergency action
Statute text
(a) The commission will, in its discretion, issue a temporary emergency order without a
hearing if necessary to protect against immediate harm to public health or safety. Before

issuing a temporary emergency order, the commission will attempt to communicate with
the operator about the circumstances and need for a temporary order.

(b) In support of a temporary emergency order, the commission will issue a written
decision describing the factual and legal basis for the action, including the necessity for
acting on an emergency basis. The commission will provide the decision to the operator
within 24 hours of the issuance of the order.

(c) A temporary emergency order expires after 14 days unless

(1) an earlier expiration date is established in that order;

(2) the operator agrees to an extension; or

(3) within that time period the commission begins a hearing under (d) of this section, in
which case that order remains in effect for an additional period not to exceed the shorter
of 14 days after the date the hearing begins or three working days after the date the
hearing ends; the commission will extend that period if necessary to protect against
immediate harm to public health or safety.

(d) The commission will, in its discretion, make the temporary emergency order
permanent or modify or extend that order after a public hearing. If the temporary
emergency order constitutes an enforcement action under 20 AAC 25.535(e)(1) or (2),
the procedures under 20 AAC 25.535(b)(4), (c), and (d) do not apply to a commission
action under this subsection unless the operator agrees to an extension sufficient to
implement those procedures. If the operator does not agree to an extension, the
commission's written decision under (b) of this section satisfies the requirements of 20
AAC 25.535(a) and (b)(1) - (3). The provisions of 20 AAC 25.540 apply to a public
hearing under this subsection, except that

(1) the commission will provide notice of that hearing at least 10 days before the date of
that hearing; and

(2) the requirement in 20 AAC 25.540 that a person request a public hearing does not
apply.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152

Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.040
AS 31.05.050
AS 31.05.060
AS 31.05.095
AS 31.05.150
20 AAC 25.540. Hearings
Statute text
(a) On its own motion or if a written request is received to issue an order affecting a
single well or a single field, the commission will publish notice in an appropriate
newspaper as provided in AS 31.05.050(b). In the notice, the commission will set out the
essential details of the requested order, provide an opportunity for public comment,
tentatively specify the place, time, and date for a public hearing, and provide a telephone
number that the public may use to learn if the commission will hold the tentative hearing.
The commission will tentatively set a hearing date that is at least 30 days after the date of
publication of the notice. A person may submit a written protest or written comments
during that 30-day period. In addition, a person may request that the tentatively scheduled
hearing be held by filing a written request with the commission within 15 days after the
publication date of the notice. If the commission receives a timely request for hearing, or
if the commission desires to hold a hearing, the commission will hold a hearing on the
date and time specified in the notice. If a request for hearing is not timely filed, the
commission will, in its discretion, issue an order without a hearing.

(b) On its own motion or if a written request for a public hearing is received concerning
a matter within the jurisdiction of the commission under this chapter, the commission will
publish notice in an appropriate newspaper as provided in AS 31.05.050(b). In the notice,
the commission will provide the essential details of the matter and set out the place for
the public hearing, the date, and the time for the public hearing. The commission will set
a hearing date that is at least 30 days after the date of publication.

(c) Except as otherwise provided in (e) of this section, the following procedures apply to
public hearings conducted under (a) or (b) of this section:

(1) the hearing will be called to order and the subject of the hearing, along with the date
and place of public notice given for the hearing, will be read into the record;

(2) the commission will receive both sworn testimony and unsworn statements; it will
give greater weight in its deliberations to sworn testimony;

(3) all persons wishing to testify will be sworn;

(4) each witness shall state the witness's name and whom the witness represents;

(5) each witness who wishes to give expert testimony shall state the witness's
qualifications, and the commission will rule on whether the witness qualifies as an expert;

(6) the applicant will be asked to present testimony first; all others wishing to present
testimony will be heard next; upon request, the commission will, in its discretion, allow
cross-examination of witnesses;

(7) a person wishing to make an oral statement will be allowed to do so after the
conclusion of all testimony;

(8) the commission will, in its discretion, ask questions of a witness;

(9) except as may be allowed under (6) of this subsection, a person may not ask questions
of witnesses directly; to have a question directed to a witness, a person must provide the
question in writing, along with the person's name and that of the witness, to a designated
commission representative; before the end of the hearing, the commission will review
these questions and ask those that it believes will be helpful in eliciting needed
information; all questions will be included in the public record;

(10) if disclosure of otherwise confidential information is required, the commission will
limit and condition disclosure to the extent necessary to comport with applicable
constitutional, statutory, and common law doctrines that protect trade secrets within the
meaning of AS 45.50.940 and other commercially sensitive, confidential, and proprietary
information; in limiting or conditioning disclosure under this paragraph, the commission
will, as necessary

(A) review confidential information in-camera; and

(B) redact commission decisions to protect confidential information;

(11) the hearing will be recorded and the recording included in the public record of the
hearing;

(12) the commission will, in its discretion, allow pre-filed written testimony in place of or
in addition to oral testimony.

(d) The commission will hold hearings on matters of statewide or general application
under the applicable provisions of AS 44.62.

(e) In a hearing under 20 AAC 25.535, a party may be represented by counsel, call and
examine witnesses, present relevant evidence unless unduly cumulative or repetitious,
cross-examine witnesses, impeach witnesses, and rebut adverse evidence. The
commission will base its decision with respect to contested issues of fact only on
evidence presented during the hearing. The commission will establish a reasonable date
before the hearing by which the commission will and each party must provide

(1) the names and addresses of persons known to have knowledge of relevant facts and,
unless privileged,

(A) written or recorded statements by those persons; or

(B) summaries of statements by those persons;

(2) the name, address, and qualifications of each expert who will testify at the hearing,
and a written description of the substance of the expert's proposed testimony, the expert's
opinion, and the underlying basis of that opinion; and

(3) a copy of all documents and a description of all other tangible things intended to be
used in the hearing.

(f) By means of a pre-hearing conference or otherwise, the commission will, in its
discretion, establish additional procedures for a specific hearing consistent with the
procedures in (c) or (e) of this section, as applicable, or as otherwise necessary to provide
due process to a party.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152

Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.040
AS 31.05.050
AS 31.05.060
AS 31.05.070
20 AAC 25.545. Public mailing lists
Statute text
Public mailing lists will be maintained by the commission for the purpose of sending
appropriate notices, orders, and publications to persons who request to be put on these
lists.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.035
AS 31.05.050
AS 31.05.060
20 AAC 25.550. Oaths
Statute text
Each member of the commission has the power to administer oaths to witnesses in any
hearing, investigation, or proceeding conducted under AS 31.05 and this chapter.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.070
20 AAC 25.555. Orders
Statute text
Repealed 4/2/86.
20 AAC 25.556. Orders
Statute text
Orders of the commission require approval of at least two commissioners.

History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.011
AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.040
20 AAC 25.557. Subpoenas
Statute text
(a) The commission will, in its discretion, issue subpoenas.

(b) Upon a written request, the commission will, in the commission's discretion, issue a
subpoena for the production of books, records, papers, or other documents of any sort.
The applicant must establish a proper relation to the matter, and must show the relevance
of the evidence sought and the facts expected to be proved by that evidence.

(c) Upon a written request, the commission will, in the commission's discretion, issue a
subpoena requiring the attendance of a witness for the purpose of taking oral testimony
before the commission. The applicant must establish a proper relation to the matter and
give the name and address of the desired witness.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.040
AS 31.05.070
20 AAC 25.560. Time
Statute text
If AS 31.05 or this chapter requires or permits a person to file or submit a document with
the commission, the document is considered filed or submitted when it is received in the
commission's office.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030

AS 31.05.035
AS 31.05.040
20 AAC 25.565. Plans submitted under AS 31.05.030(i)
Statute text
(a) A written plan submitted under AS 31.05.030(i) must include an original and three
copies of the following material:

(1) the identification of the lessee submitting the plan;

(2) the identification of the field covered by the plan;

(3) a general timetable and description of planned development activities;

(4) a general timetable and description of expected hiring and contracting decisions in
connection with the development of the field;

(5) a detailed description of the best efforts that the lessee voluntarily agrees to use to
employ residents of the state, consistent with law, and to contract with firms in the state
for work in connection with the development of the field, including the fabrication and
installation of required facilities, whenever feasible;

(6) the date the plan is submitted; and

(7) the lessee's certification of its voluntary agreement to use its best efforts as set out in
the plan, including the name, title, and signature of the individual executing the
certification on behalf of the lessee, which person must be authorized to bind the lessee.

(b) Upon receipt of a plan meeting the requirements of (a) of this section, the
commission will promptly schedule a public hearing on the plan and give public notice of
the hearing in accordance with AS 31.05.050(b). The hearing will be scheduled at least
10 days after the date of the public notice. The provisions of 20 AAC 25.540 do not apply
to a hearing held under this section.

(c) In AS 31.05.030(i) and this section,

(1) "development" means all steps taken in the search for and the exploration, capture,
and production of oil or gas;

(2) "firm in the state" means a firm or contractor that

(A) has held an Alaska business license for the proceeding six months;

(B) maintains, and has maintained for the proceeding six months, a place of business in
the state that competently and professionally deals in supplies, services, or construction
of the nature required for work in connection with development of an oil or gas field; and

(C) is

(i) a sole proprietorship and the proprietor is an Alaska resident;

(ii) a partnership and more than 50 percent of the partnership interest is held by Alaska
residents;

(iii) a limited liability company and more than 50 percent of the membership interest is
held by Alaska residents;

(iv) a corporation that has been incorporated in the state or is authorized to do business in
the state; or

(v) a joint venture and a majority of the venturers qualify as firms in the state under this
paragraph.
History
History: Eff. 12/1/99, Register 152
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.040
AS 31.05.060
20 AAC 25.570. Definitions

Statute text
Repealed.
History
History: Eff. 4/13/80, Register 74; am 4/2/86, Register 97; am 1/1/95, Register 132;
repealed 11/7/99, Register 152
Annotations
Editor's note: As of 11/7/99, Register 152, the substance of 20 AAC 25.570 was moved
to 20 AAC 25.990.
20 AAC 25.605. Calculation of regulatory cost charges
Statute text
(a) The formula for determining a person's regulatory cost charge under AS 31.05.093 is

=formula21

where

RCC = the regulatory cost charge;

Vop = the total volume of oil and gas produced from, and oil, gas, water, and other
fluids injected into, during the most recently concluded calendar year, wells for which a
Permit to Drill has been issued under AS 31.05.090, of which the person is the operator
on the first day of the fiscal year, and that have not before that day been plugged and
abandoned and reported as abandoned in accordance with this chapter;

VTOT = the total volume of oil and gas produced from, and oil, gas, water, and other
fluids injected into, during the most recently concluded calendar year, all wells for which
a Permit to Drill has been issued under AS 31.05.090 and that have not before the first
day of the fiscal year been plugged and abandoned and reported as abandoned in
accordance with this chapter;

A = the appropriation, other than from federal receipts, made for the operating costs of
the commission for the fiscal year;

F = the commission's reasonable estimate of the total fees to be collected under AS
31.05.090 during the fiscal year;

L = the lapsed amount of a previous appropriation that is appropriated for the fiscal
year under AS 31.05.093(d).

(b) For purposes of calculating regulatory cost charges, volumes of fluids produced from
or injected into wells consist of the applicable volumes reported to the commission under
20 AAC 25.230(b) and 20 AAC 25.432, except that

(1) if an operator has failed to report a volume as required, if two or more reported
volumes are inconsistent, or if the commission determines that a reported volume is
otherwise unreliable, the commission will, in its discretion, calculate or estimate volumes
as it considers appropriate;

(2) the commission will, in its discretion, add the volume of a substantial spill or other
release of oil or gas that is not included in a report under 20 AAC 25.230(b) or 20 AAC
25.432.

(c) For purposes of AS 31.05.093(a) and this chapter, a well is considered plugged and
abandoned and reported as abandoned in accordance with this chapter if the well has been
abandoned in accordance with 20 AAC 25.105 and 20 AAC 25.112 and a complete well
record for the well, including a description of plugging operations, on a Well Completion
or Recompletion Report and Log (Form 10-407) as required by 20 AAC 25.070(3) has
been filed with the commission after abandonment.
History
History: Eff. 6/4/2000, Register 154
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.093
20 AAC 25.610. Estimated regulatory cost charges
Statute text
(a) Before determining regulatory cost charges for a fiscal year under 20 AAC 25.615,
the commission will, in its discretion, establish estimated regulatory cost charges to be
paid during the first quarter of the fiscal year. The amount of an estimated regulatory cost
charge is one-fourth of the commission's reasonable estimate, based on information then
available, of what the person's regulatory cost charge will be for that fiscal year.

(b) The commission will provide a person subject to an estimated regulatory cost charge
with written notice of the amount of the charge and the payment date. The commission
will set a payment date to be at least 20 days after the date of the notice. The person shall
pay the estimated regulatory cost charge by the payment date.
History
History: Eff. 6/4/2000, Register 154
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.093
20 AAC 25.615. Commission's determination of regulatory cost charges
Statute text
(a) After the later of the beginning of a fiscal year or the date of enactment of an
appropriation for the operating costs of the commission for that fiscal year, the
commission will provide to persons subject to a regulatory cost charge under AS
31.05.093 written notice of the proposed regulatory cost charges to be imposed on
persons subject to regulatory cost charges for that fiscal year and the basis for the
charges, in accordance with 20 AAC 25.605.

(b) Within 30 days after notice is issued under (a) of this section, a person subject to a
regulatory cost charge may submit comments on, or request a revision to, the regulatory
cost charges proposed by the commission. A request for a revision must be accompanied
by an explanation of the basis for the requested revision. Before a hearing is held under
(c) of this section, the commission will provide all persons subject to a regulatory cost
charge with copies of comments and requests for revision received by the commission or
with notice of the persons' right to inspect those comments and requests for revision.

(c) Within 60 days after notice is issued under (a) of this section, the commission will
hold a public hearing in accordance with 20 AAC 25.540 on the proposed regulatory cost
charges.

(d) Within 90 days after notice is issued under (a) of this section, the commission will
issue an order determining the regulatory cost charges to be paid and the dates by which
the charges must be paid. The commission will provide written notice to each person
subject to a regulatory cost charge of the person's regulatory cost charge and payment
dates.

(e) The commission will not determine or adjust previously determined regulatory cost
charges based on fluid volume reports that are filed or amended, or on other fluid volume
corrections that are made, after the deadline under (b) of this section for responding to the
commission's notice of proposed regulatory cost charges, except if the commission finds
that

(1) a person has grossly under-reported the person's VOP, as defined in 20 AAC
25.605(a);

(2) under-reporting as described in (1) of this subsection has caused or will cause others'
regulatory cost charges to be materially excessive; and

(3) correcting the excessive regulatory cost charges is in the public interest.
History
History: Eff. 6/4/2000, Register 154
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.040
AS 31.05.093
20 AAC 25.620. Payment dates for regulatory cost charges
Statute text
(a) If the commission orders payment of estimated regulatory cost charges under 20
AAC 25.610, the commission will establish payment dates for regulatory cost charges
during the second, third, and fourth quarters of the fiscal year. No later than each
payment date, a person subject to a regulatory cost charge shall pay one-third of the
difference between the person's regulatory cost charge and any estimated regulatory cost
charge previously paid for the fiscal year, except that a regulatory cost charge may be
prepaid, in part or in whole, at any time.

(b) If the commission does not order payment of estimated regulatory cost charges under
20 AAC 25.610, the commission will establish payment dates for regulatory cost charges
during each quarter or each third of the fiscal year. No later than each payment date, a
person subject to a regulatory cost charge shall pay one-fourth, if four payment dates are
established, or one-third, if three payment dates are established, of the person's regulatory
cost charge, except that a regulatory cost charge may be prepaid, in part or in whole, at
any time.

(c) The commission will set the first payment date in a fiscal year to be at least 20 days
after the date the commission provides notice under 20 AAC 25.615(d).
History
History: Eff. 6/4/2000, Register 154
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.093
20 AAC 25.625. Supplemental appropriations
Statute text
In the case of regulatory cost charges based on a supplemental appropriation for a fiscal
year,

(1) the commission will determine regulatory cost charges using the commission's
determinations of fluid volumes and well operatorship previously made in connection
with the regular appropriation for the fiscal year;

(2) in applying the formula set out in 20 AAC 25.605(a), the commission will set the
variables "F" and "L" equal to zero;

(3) the commission will use the procedures set out in 20 AAC 25.615, except that the
period

(A) for submitting comments or requesting a revision under 20 AAC 25.615(b) is 10 days
instead of 30 days;

(B) within which a public hearing will be held under 20 AAC 25.615(c) is 20 days
instead of 60 days; the commission will provide notice of that hearing at least 10 days
before the date of that hearing; the 30-day notice requirement under 20 AAC 25.540 does
not apply to a hearing held under this paragraph; and

(C) within which the commission will issue an order determining regulatory cost charges
under 20 AAC 25.615(d) is 30 days instead of 90 days;

(4) 20 AAC 25.620 does not apply; and

(5) the commission will set the payment date for regulatory cost charges to be at least 10
days after the date the commission provides notice under 20 AAC 25.615(d).
History
History: Eff. 6/4/2000, Register 154
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.040
AS 31.05.093
20 AAC 25.630. Violations
Statute text
In addition to any other available remedy for nonpayment, a person's failure timely to pay
a regulatory cost charge or estimated regulatory cost charge of which the person has been
provided written notice by the commission subjects the person to enforcement action
under 20 AAC 25.535.
History
History: Eff. 6/4/2000, Register 154
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
AS 31.05.093
AS 31.05.150
——————————
Article 7
Definitions
Section
990. Definitions.
20 AAC 25.990. Definitions
Statute text
In this chapter, unless the context requires otherwise,

(1) "abandon" means to plug a well in accordance with 20 AAC 25.112 and without the
commission's approval of well suspension under 20 AAC 25.110;

(2) "abnormally geo-pressured strata" means subsurface zones where the pore pressure
exceeds a gradient of 0.50 psi/ft;

(3) "API" means the American Petroleum Institute;

(4) "API 5K" means an API-defined BOP configuration with a rated working pressure of
5,000 psi and as described in API RP 53, adopted by reference at 20 AAC 25.527(c);

(5) "API number" means the number assigned by the commission under 20 AAC
25.040(b) for a well or well branch consistent with the API well numbering convention;

(6) "API RP" means API recommended practices;

(7) "barrel" means 42 U.S. gallons;

(8) "BHA" means bottom-hole assembly;

(9) "BOP" means blowout preventer, which is a casinghead assembly equipped with
special gates or rams or other pack-offs that can be closed around the drill pipe, tubing,
casing, or tools, and that completely close the top of the casing to control well pressure;

(10) "BOPE" means blowout prevention equipment;

(11) "bottom-hole location" means the subsurface point at the greatest measured
penetration of a well or a well branch;

(12) "casing stub" means the remnant of a casing string when the upper portion of the
casing has been cut and recovered;

(13) "commission" means the Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission;

(14) "complete" means to equip and condition a well as an oil, gas, or service well so that
it is capable of producing or injecting fluids; in the case of a well branch in a previously
completed well, "complete" means to equip and condition a well branch so that it is
capable of contributing to the well's production or injection of fluids;

(15) "completion operation" means work performed in a well after the casing and
cementing of the wellbore; "completion operation" includes plugging, perforating,
stimulating, testing, and equipping the well to produce or inject fluids;

(16) "conductor casing" means a casing string set before surface casing; depending on
well configuration, "conductor casing" can be either the first or second string of casing
set in a well and usually supports a diverter system;

(17) "day" means a calendar day;

(18) "development well" means a well drilled to a known productive pool;

(19) "displacement method" means pumping a cement slurry or other material into a well
through a drillpipe or other tubular string and recovering displaced fluids on the surface;

(20) "diverter system" means an assembly of nipples, valves, and piping attached to a
well's structural or conductor casing for venting a gas kick away from the drill rig;

(21) "downsqueeze method" means pumping a cement slurry or other material into a well
through a drillpipe or other tubular string and forcing displaced fluids into a downhole
formation;

(22) "drilling fluid" means any fluid used for the purpose of drilling a well;

(23) "drilling operations" means the penetration of ground below the setting depth of
structural or conductor casing, using a drilling rig capable of performing the permitted
well work, and for purposes other than setting structural or conductor casing; "drilling
operations" includes the running of casing, cementing, and other downhole work
performed ancillary to formation evaluation, and operations necessary to complete and
equip the well so that formation fluids can be safely brought to the surface;

(24) "drilling unit" means an area of a pool;

(A) established by the commission under AS 31.05.100, either by order or by regulation;

(B) to which no more than one oil or gas well may be drilled; and

(C) from which no more than one oil or gas well may produce;

(25) "exploratory well" means a well drilled to discover or to delineate a pool;

(26) "fluid" means any material or substance that flows or moves, whether in a semisolid, liquid, sludge, gaseous, or other form or state;

(27) "freshwater" means water that

(A) has a total dissolved solids concentration of less than 10,000 mg/l, and occurs in a
stratum not exempted under 20 AAC 25.440; or

(B) occurs in a stratum that serves as a source of drinking water for human consumption;

(28) "function pressure-test" means to actuate a component and demonstrate its ability to
effect a pressure seal;

(29) "function-test" means to actuate a component to demonstrate its proper functioning
without subjecting it to pressure;

(30) "gas well" means a well that produces predominantly gas at a gas-oil ratio over
100,000 scf/stb, unless on a pool-by-pool basis the commission establishes another ratio;

(31) "gas-oil ratio" means the cubic feet of gas, determined at 60ø F and 14.65 psia, that
are produced per stock tank barrel of oil produced;

(32) "injection" means the subsurface emplacement of fluid for enhanced recovery of oil
or gas, disposal of oil field wastes, or underground storage of hydrocarbons;

(33) "intermediate casing" means a casing string run between the surface casing and the
production casing or production liner and cemented in place to isolate abnormally geopressured strata, lost circulation zones, salt sections, or unstable shale sections;

(34) "junk" means debris lost in a hole; "junk" includes a lost bit, pieces of a bit, milled
pieces of pipe, wrenches, or a relatively small object that impedes drilling;

(35) "landowner" has the meaning given in AS 31.05.170;

(36) "LEL" means lower explosive limit;

(37) "liner" means a string of casing that does not extend to surface but is

(A) hung inside the previous casing string, or

(B) set and cemented in place within the previous casing string;

(38) "meter curve" means a graph of the meter factor plotted against the flow rate, or of
the pulse-per-unit-volume factor plotted against the flow rate, over the operating range of
a meter;

(39) "meter factor" means the number obtained by dividing the gross standard volume of
liquid passed through a meter, as measured by a prover during proving, by the
corresponding meter-indicated volume at standard conditions;

(40) "mg/l" means milligrams per liter;

(41) "mscf" means thousand standard cubic feet;

(42) "mudline datum" means

(A) for a beach location, the plane of mean low water depth extended beneath the well
site;

(B) for a location on a shifting natural island, the depth at which a horizontal plane
through the toe of the island intersects the wellbore;

(C) for a location on an artificial island, the depth of the mudline as it existed before
construction of the island; or

(D) for other offshore locations, the mudline;

(43) "multiple completion" means the completion of a well so as to permit production
from more than one pool, with the production from each pool completely segregated;

(44) "offshore" means, in addition to its ordinary meaning, beach, artificial island, and
shifting natural island locations;

(45) "oil well" means a well that produces predominantly oil at a gas-oil ratio of 100,000
scf/stb or lower, unless on a pool-by-pool basis the commission establishes another ratio;

(46) "operator" means an owner or a person authorized by an owner who is responsible
for drilling, development, production, injection, disposal, storage, abandonment, and
location clearance;

(47) "owner" has the meaning given in AS 31.05.170;

(48) "pilot gas" means gas routed to a safety flare system to maintain an ignition source;

(49) "ppm" means parts per million;

(50) "pressure-test" means to demonstrate the pressure integrity of a system without
actuating its components;

(51) "production casing" means the casing installed from the wellhead to the top of or
through the completion interval and cemented in place to seal off production or injection
zones and water-bearing formations;

(52) "property" means a legally described tract of land, submerged or otherwise, to which
a person has the right to drill, extract, remove, clean, process, and dispose of oil, gas, and
associated substances;

(53) "psi" means pounds per square inch;

(54) "psia" means pounds per square inch absolute;

(55) "psi/ft" means pounds per square inch per foot, as a measure of pressure change with
depth;

(56) "psig" means pounds per square inch gauge;

(57) "public water system" has the meaning given in 18 AAC 80.1990, as amended as of
October 1, 1999, and as amended from time to time; 18 AAC 80.1990 is adopted by
reference;

(58) "purge gas" means gas used to maintain forward flow and positive pressure in a
safety flare system;

(59) "reservoir" means the same as "pool" in AS 31.05.170;

(60) "scf" means standard cubic feet;

(61) "service well" means a well used for injecting water, gas, or other fluids into a
reservoir or producing formation in pressure maintenance, enhanced recovery, or storage
operations, for disposing of oil field wastes, or for conducting other operations in support
of oil or gas production;

(62) "shut in" means to close a well's surface, wellhead, or subsurface valves to halt flow
from or into the well, with the completion interval remaining open to the tubing below
the closed valves;

(63) "sidetrack operation" means a drilling operation conducted for the purpose of
straightening the original hole, bypassing junk, or correcting mechanical difficulties in
the original hole;

(64) "standard cubic foot" has the meaning given to "cubic foot" in AS 31.05.170;

(65) "stb" means stock tank barrel;

(66) "stock tank barrel" means 42 U.S. gallons, measured at 60ø F and 14.65 psia;

(67) "stratigraphic test well" means a hole drilled for the sole purpose of gaining
structural or stratigraphic information to aid in exploring for oil and gas;

(68) "structural casing" means a short string of large diameter pipe that is set by driving,
jetting, or drilling to support unconsolidated shallow sediments, provide hole stability for
initial drilling operations, and provide anchorage for a diverter system;

(69) "surface casing" means a string of casing set and cemented in a well to prevent lost
circulation while drilling deeper and to protect strata known or reasonably expected to
serve as a source of drinking water for human consumption; usually "surface casing" is
the first string of casing upon which BOPE is set;

(70) "suspend" means to plug a well in accordance with 20 AAC 25.110 and to reserve
the option later to re-enter and

(A) redrill the well; or

(B) complete the well as an oil, gas, or service well;

(71) "tour" means a work shift in the drilling of a well;

(72) "underbalanced drilling" means drilling under conditions where the hydrostatic head
of the drilling fluid column is intentionally designed to be lower than the pressure of the
formation being drilled;

(73) "well"

(A) means a hole penetrating the earth, usually cased with steel pipe, and

(i) from which oil or gas, or both, is obtained or obtainable; or

(ii) that is made for the purpose of finding or obtaining oil or gas or of supporting oil or
gas production; and

(B) includes a well with multiple well branches drilled to different bottom-hole locations;

(74) "well branch" means that portion of a well drilled below the structural or conductor
casing to access a given objective in a well with more than one bottom-hole location or
whose bottom-hole location is being or has been changed by plugging back and
redrilling;

(75) "working day" means a calendar day other than Saturday, Sunday, or a state holiday.
History
History: Eff. 11/7/99, Register 152; am 1/5/2006, Register 177
Annotations
Authority: AS 31.05.030
Editor's note: Before 11/7/99, Register 152, the substance of 20 AAC 25.990 was
contained in 20 AAC 25.570. The history note for 20 AAC 25.990 does not reflect the
history of 20 AAC 25.570.
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